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ABSTRACT

EVALUATING THE CONSEQUENCES OF MARKETING

CHANGE: AN APPLICATION OF

SYSTEMS THEORY

by John E Griggs

Measuring the economic consequences of a change in

the marketing system of a deve10ping country in order to

evaluate the role of marketing in economic development is

treated as a problem where the application of systems theory

can provide both assistance and increased understanding

through the development of mathematical simulation models.

A review of the literature on the role of market-

ing in economic development is presented and the necessity

to View the economic system as a set of interrelated economic

sectors is indicated. A review of existing economic models

of the input-output and national income type is presented

and these models are found to be inadequate for the measure-

ment task; certain features of these models are found to be

valuable however.

The methodology of systems theory is presented in

qualitative terms. An understanding of the methodology is

extremely important and it is discussed in terms of the
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problems associated with modeling a socio-economic system;

the limitations and flexibility of systems theory are

explained.

Two systems models are developed from sets of assump—

tions concerning the behavior of and relationships between

three basic sectors of the economic system; production, dis-

tribution, and consumption. Each of these sectors is defined

in terms of a food and a nonfood production subsector, the

distribution sector in terms of a food and nonfood distribu-

tion subsector, and the consumption sector in terms of three

consumer subsectors which differ in income level and consump-

tion behavior. The defined sectors are related by the ex-

change of economic goods; primarily labor and food and nonfood

commodities.

Parameters used in the development of the systems

models are evaluated using data from several sources about

the conditions in Puerto Rico in 1963. Once the parameter

values are determined and computer programs written, various

simulations are conducted in which the parameter values asso-

ciated primarily with the food distribution subsector are

altered. Variations in parameter values result in differing

values being computed for the system variables; these system

variables measure such items as the level of consumption of

food and nonfood items, the levels of wage and nonwage income,

and food and nonfood prices to consumers. Changes in param-

eter values are used to reflect changes within the distribution
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sector and the changes recorded for the values of the systems

variables are used to indicate the response of the economic

system to the changes.

The methodology of systems theory is found to provide

a flexible framework from which the measurement problem of

evaluating the role of marketing in economic deve10pment can

be addressed. The development of operationally definable

measurement terms and the estimation of parameter values from

existing data demonstrates that the approach is practical,

although admittedly difficult.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Statement of Purpose
 

The purpose of this dissertation is to present an

approach to the development of quantitative tools to assist

in the evaluation of the role of marketing in the economic

growth of‘a developing country. An analytical framework

is presented which allows for a partial analysis of the

economic consequences of certain changes or reforms in the

marketing system.

A mathematical modeling technique, referred to as

systems theory, is used to construct mathematical models

which allow for simulations of the response of the socio-

economic system to certain changes in the marketing system.

Background of Problem

In recent years, growing interest in the role of

marketing in economic development has become evident. A

review of the literature on the role of marketing in eco-

nomic deve10pment suggests many aspects of marketing which

seem to warrant the attention of those concerned with eco-

nomic development.l



A research effort undertaken by Michigan State

University and funded by the United States Department of

State, Agency for International Development brought the

2'3 Theproblem addressed in this thesis to clear focus.

objective of this research effort was the evaluation of

the role of marketing in the economic development of cer-

tain Latin American countries.

The central premise guiding the research effort

was that,

the creation of more effective marketing systems

would contribute to self-reinforcing agricultural and

industrial expansion and an acceleration in over-all

rates of economic growth.4

The central purpose of the research effort was;

to provide background information and analysis

useful in planning marketing reforms that will more

effectively coordinate the development of the rural

and the urban sectors. . . .5

If the research was successful, it was hoped that

the suggested marketing reforms;

. . . would stimulate an expansion in agricultural

output and provide consumers with more dependable sup-

plies of higher quality food at lower prices.6

The first phase of the research was conducted in

Puerto Rico. Puerto Rico was chosen because it offered an

unusual Opportunity to gain insight into an economic system

which had undergone rapid and relatively well documented

economic growth and change in its marketing system.7



One of the many problems faced by the research team

was the deve10pment of analytical tools to provide estima-

tions of the effects of changes in the food marketing sys-

tem in Puerto Rico.

Attempts were made to adOpt national income and

inputeoutput models for use as analytical tools. Unfor-

tunately, none of the existing models proved adequate for

the type and extent of emperical testing envisioned by the

research team.8 Recognizing that a properly conceived

mathematical model would be an important aspect of the

total research effort, it was decided to undertake an

original modeling effort.

An evaluation of the response of a socio-economic

system to a change in the marketing system entails an esti-

mation of changes in such measures of economic activity as

employment, consumption, and physical output. Relating

these measures of economic activity to certain measures of

performance of the marketing system such as the level of

technology, gross margins received, or pricing strategy,

defines, in part, the modeling task which the research

team decided to undertake.

The Approach
 

Evaluating the economic consequences of a change

or reform.within the marketing system of a developing



country is viewed as a problem where the application of

mathematical simulation techniques can provide new insight

and understanding.

Using Puerto Rico as a laboratory, two mathematical

models of a socio-economic system are developed. In both

models, the system is viewed as a collection of interacting

economic sectors linked by exchange. The exchange involves

food and nonfood commodities and labor for money.

Three sectors, production, distribution, and con-

sumption, represent the major classifications of economic

activities considered. Each of the three economic sectors

is viewed as a set of subsectors. The distribution sector,

for example, is defined in terms of two subsectors: a food

distribution subsector and a nonfood distribution subsec-

tor. The production and consumption sectors are defined

in terms of sets of subsectors also.

Each defined sector in the economic system is

linked to the other sectors. Economic goods of various

types move between them. The distribution sector is tied

to the production sector by virtue of the distribution

sector's purchases of economic goods. A relationship be-

tween the distribution sector and the consumption sector

is established in two ways; first, the distribution sector

acts as a source of supply for goods purchased and consumed

by the consumption sector; second, consumers within the

consumption sector serve as a source of labor input to the

distribution sector.



The major flows used to characterize the interac-

tion between the defined economic sectors are goods and

labor. Variations in the magnitude of these flows are

taken as measures of economic activity within the system.

In the first model, the magnitude of the flows is measured

in dollar value terms only. In the second model, certain

flows are measured in both quantity and price terms.‘ The

flows defined in both models are designed to measure such

indicies of economic activity as physical output, income,

and food and nonfood consumption levels.

Assumptions concerning the relationships between

the items entering and leaving a defined economic sector

are used to construct a mathematical description of the

behavior of that sector. The mathematical description of

the behavior of a sector defines a model of that sector.

A model of the distribution sector could, for ex-

ample, relate the amounts and prices of economic goods

entering that sector to the amounts and prices of those

goods upon exit. Parameters referring to the level of

technology (production coefficients) and pricing strategy

(gross margins) can be included explicitly in these rela-

tionships. The relationships actually used for the sectors

differ for the two models developed. Since the output of

one sector is in fact the input to another sector, the

interrelatedness of the entire socio-economic system be-

comes evident.



Models of the socio-economic system are constructed

from the models of the defined sectors. The models of the

system serve as the mathematical tools for simulating the

responses of the system to certain changes in the behavior

of some part of the system. Changes in the relationship

between input flows and output flows of the distribution

sector could, for example, cause changes to occur through-

out the system; the model is used to meaSure those changes.

To provide a more complete description of the eco-

nomic system, relationships between the production and

consumption sectors and government, and between the pro—

duction sector and other economic systems are established.

The government is treated as a purchaser of goods and labor

and a supplier of both wage and nonwage income. Relation-

ships with other economic systems are made to allow for

importation and exportation.

Once a systems model is developed, the values of

parameters used to construct the model are estimated from

existing data, the model is computerized, and simulations

are conducted on a computer.

Evaluating change throughout the economic system

in response to changes in the behavior of the distribution

sector is a prime objective of the simulations. A techno-

logical change within the distribution sector, for example,

not only alters the relationship between output and input

requirements, but might also alter prices and flows



throughout the entire economic system. Using the systems

models, the results of such changes as technology upon em-

ployment, consumption, physical output, or upon any spec—

ified flow between any two sectors of the system can be

estimated.

The modeling technique of systems theory, used to

develop the models, will be shown to be uniquely suited to

the measurement problem described above. In develOping

the approach to the problem of evaluating the response of

an economic system to a change in the marketing sector, a

major effort was made to take advantage of the methodology

provided by systems theory.9

Scope

The purpose of this dissertation is, as stated

above, to present an approach to the development of quan-

titative tools to assist in evaluating the role of market-

ing in the economic growth of a developing country.

Two models are presented in this thesis; they

should be viewed as part of a continuing effort. The

models presented should be judged, in part, by how well

they assist in evaluating the consequences of a marketing

change; restricted to change within the distribution sector

in this thesis. The first model developed is rejected for

the simple reason that it can not assist in evaluating a

potentially important response to a marketing change; the



model is important, however, in that it was built, tested,

and provided the basis for building the second model.

It is the process of model building, using the

technique of system theory, which is of prime importance

to convey. The building of a model, the evaluation of its

parameters, its computerization, its testing, and its al-

teration are all parts of the process.

The modeling effort is an iterative process; the

models presented here are first steps in that process. It

is hOped that the conceptual forms of the models and the

documentation of their usage will be useful to others in-

terested in taking another step.

Order of Presentation
 

Chapter II is a review of literature on the role

of marketing in economic development. The purpose of this

chapter is to identify those factors which should be in-

cluded in the mathematical models. The way in which the

distribution sector is related to other sectors in the

economic system is suggested.

Chapter III is a review of literature on existing

economic models. The objective of the review is to deter-

mine how the distribution sector has been treated in exis-

ting models and to identify those features of existing

models relevant to the evaluation problem.



Chapter IV is a description of the methodology of

systems theory germain to the modeling of socio-economic

systems. The objective of the chapter is to qualitatively

explain the concepts of systems theory and its flexibility

and limitations.

Chapter V and Chapter VI present the deve10pment

and testing of two systems models. The distribution sector

of the socio—economic system is explicitly defined in both

models; the assumptions made about that sector's behavior

and the response of other sectors to it differ. Computer

programs are written for both of the models and parameter

value estimations are made from existing economic data on

Puerto Rico.

Summary statements and recommendations for further

research are presented in Chapter VII.



CHAPTER II

MARKETING IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

This chapter provides a review of the role of mar-

keting as a stimulator of economic development. The ob-

jective of the review is to determine what needs to be

considered in constructing a model designed to assist in

evaluating the economic consequences of certain changes or

reforms within the marketing system.

Economic Development

Economic development is a phenomenon defined in

part by reference to the rate of change in the magnitude

of economic "flow" variables. Gross national product

(GNP), total wage income, and physical output are examples

of common economic flow variables. Both the magnitude and

the rate of change in the magnitude of these and similar

variables are taken as indicators of the economic develop-

ment of a socio-economic system.

Identical economic measurement terms can be used

for describing growth in all types of economic systems;

the phenomenon of growth being measured can be quite dif-

ferent between those systems however.

10
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Gardner Ackley makes a distinction between two

types of growth phenomena. According to Ackley, "growth"

or "development" which constitutes a shift from an "under-

deveIOped" to a "developed" economy is distinctly different

from the growth phenomenon characteristic of a "developed"

economy.l

Ackley uses the economies of Western Europe and

North America as examples of the "developed" economies.

The economies of Latin America are generally classed as

"develoPing." While many economies of the world can not

be placed accurately in one category or the other the dis-

tinction is still a highly useful one.

Ackley describes six aspects of the growth phenom-

enon in the developing economies.2 Involved is change

from;

1. non-economic to economic motivation,

2. simple to complex forms of economic organiza-

tion, and

3. primitive, inefficient techniques to modern

techniques of production.

Needed to permit such changes are;

4. investment in "social capital" or roads, com-

munication facilities, and public works,

5. acquisition of new skills - production, organ-

ization, communication, and management, and

6. relocation of pOpulation from the rural to the

urban areas.
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These and other changes are required for economic

growth to occur in developing economies and they take place

"along with the capital accumulation, population growth

and technological change which are the earmarks of the

further growth of an already developed economy."3

Ackley, while reviewing several simple economic

growth models, states that most current theories of growth

are designed to study the growth of a developed economy;

modern productive techniques, highly developed economic

institutions, and an essentially free—market, free-enter-

prise system of organization are assumed to exist.4

The factors which influence growth and the relative

importance of those factors may well be different in a

"develoPing" economy than in a "developed" economy. If

this is the case, it may be necessary to consider factors

when discussing growth in a develOping economy which are

not normally included in growth theories of developed

economies.

Ackley states that for the developed countries,

"it is at least plausable to assume that it (growth) can

be analyzed by purely economic tools." In the case of

growth in the developing countries, however, Ackley states

that the "concepts, theories, and insights of sociologist,

political scientist, anthropologist, psychologist, engi-

neer, and educator," are required.5



l3

Bruton, in a review of contemporary economic growth

theory states that:

. . . there has been a healthy emphasis on non-

economic aspects of growth in much of recent liter-

ature . . . a strong argument can be made that the

problem of underdevelopment will not be solved until

economics has achieved a more compatible marriage than

now prevails with other social sciences.

Abromvitz maintains that "The economics of growth

is . . . the field of work in which the dependance of

economics upon its sister social sciences appears in a

supreme degree."7

The search for those factors which influence growth

in the developing countries has led some to the study of

marketing. While ignored or assumed away in discussions

of growth in developed countries, marketing appears to be

a more difficult factor to ignore in a developing country.

Moyer summarized what he felt was the assumption

which led economists to neglect marketing in deve10pment

theory:

The argument is that marketing is a self-adjusting

mechanism that alters itself in response to changes in

the rest of the economic system. Being both a passive

and automatically adjusting mechanism, marketing, it is

argued, can be ignored.

Moyer proceeds to give a most practical reason why he feels

marketing can not be ignored so easily in developing coun-

tries;

Out of the limited research into marketing's place

in development, one fact emerges; it is fruitless to

induce deve10pment in the productive sector without

insuring that complimentary advances are made in the

distributive sector.
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Kindleberger also calls for attention to be paid

to the marketing problems of development:

Whether markets pull development or lag behind it,

it is evident that much planning in this area of eco-

nomic development today neglects distribution. . .‘.

Distribution is inescapable. The Western economists

have always been fascinated with how little direction

free markets can perform this function. Whether the

linkage of local into larger markets be encouraged for

its transforming function or the movement of goods and

services into consumption and investment be tackled

directly according to plan, distribution takes re-

sources. It can not be overlooked.10

Just as Ackley distinguishes between two phenomena

both called economic development, it is necessary to dis-

tinguish between types of marketing.

The profession of marketing in the United States

uses as a definition of marketing;

The performance of business activities directed

toward, and incident to, the flow of goods and ser-

vices from producer to consumer or user.

The performance of business activities can be ac-

complished by the producer of a good or service and/or by

the "middleman" Operating between the producer and con-

sumer. Marketing, as conducted by a firm or middleman may

include aspects of advertising, promotion, product devel-

opment, and physical distribution.

Kindleberger, as reflected in his statement, refers

primarily to the activities of middlemen. Marketing, as

the term is used by Kindleberger is best termed distribu-

tion.
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Moyer is satisfied with neither the traditional

definition of marketing or with Kindleberger's use of dis-

tribution and marketing as similar terms. According to

Moyer, marketing implies more than the simple linking of

producers and consumers;

there is abundant evidence throughout economic his-

tory that marketing has played a key organizing role;

hence, it has been an indispensible partner in economic

progress. .

The literature on "marketing" and "economic devel-

opment" is extensive and not all is relevant to the problem

at hand. Before continuing, it would be profitable to

clearly define what will be considered in this thesis.

For the purposes of this thesis, attention is fo-

cused on the role of the distribution sector in the eco-

nomic growth of a developing country. The distribution

sector is defined to include those economic units engaged

in the distribution of economic goods.

A "sector" of an economic system is defined in

this thesis as a grouping of economic activities. The

use of resources to produce an output of value is taken as

a definition of an economic activity.

The "industrial sector" defines such production

activities as agriculture, manufacturing, and mining.

Each of these sectors employs resources such as material

and labor to produce an output of value. The "consumption

sector" defines households which consume goods and services
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and produce labor as an output. The "distribution sector"

defines economic units engaged in the distribution or mar-

keting of food and nonfood items.

That aspect of the role of marketing in development

being considered in this thesis relates primarily to the

role of members of the distribution sector; not all aspects

of the role of marketing in economic development are thus

considered.

The analysis of the distribution sector and its

relationship to economic development is conducted in terms

of its effect on other sectors of the economic system. It

is the effect of a change or reform within the distribution

sector on the economic system which is of concern. The

effects of a change are measurable in terms which are

adaptable to mathematical modeling. Economic flow var-

iables such as employment and physical output provide such

measurement terms and are used to record the effects of

change.

The factors that need to be considered in estimat-

ing the economic consequences of a change or reform in

distribution practices may be clarified by reviewing what

has been written concerning the role of marketing in eco-

nomic development with emphasis on the role of the distri-

bution sector.
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Marketing and Economic Development

Those concerned with the role of marketing in eco-

nomic deve10pment have isolated certain functions performed

by marketing which aid development. Moyer enumerated six

specific functions as follows:13

1. An organizational and informational function.

"Organizing the information network and pro-

viding the physical facilities to handle the

product system's output . . ."‘

2. An equalizing and distribution function. "The

job of matching and equalizing diverse supplies

and demands . . ."

3. A connective function. This is the spacial

connection of geographically separated entities.

4. A capitalistic function. "The middlemen assume

risks supportable only on a base of capital."

5. A source of entrepreneurial talent.

6. A source of capital.

Drucker has asserted that marketing is the most

effective engine of economic development. The training

and develoPing of entrepreneurs and managers, so important

in economic development, is one of its many contributions.

My thesis is very briefly as follows: Marketing

occupies a critical role in respect to the deve10pment

of growth areas. Indeed, marketing, is the most im-

portant 'multiplier' of such development. It is in

itself . . . the least developed. Its development . . .

makes possible economic integration and the fullest

utilization of whatever assets and productive capac-

ities an economy already poses.l

The role of marketing as a "coordinating" factor

‘which can stimulate growth is reviewed in a doctoral thesis

on the role of food marketing in the development of Puerto
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Rico. Kelly Harrison concluded that government and private

efforts to improve market coordination resulted in rapid

agricultural productivity improvements. The "structure

and performance of the marketing systems may have signif-

icant effects on the total production of a given commodity,

on consumer prices, and on the ad0ption of improved pro-

duction methods."15

Special attention to the problems of food marketing

have led both George Mehren and J. C. Abbott to conclude

that improved marketing systems could lead to significant

16,17
improvements in agricultural production. Harrison

provides a comprehensive review of the coordinating role

or marketing in agricultural production and distribution.18

In a study conducted in Puerto Rico, Holton and

Galbraith found that the marketing of food was performed

by highly inefficient methods and institutions. It was

estimated by these men that the cost of food to consumers

could have been reduced by more than $15 million in 1950

if a reasonably efficient system of food distribution had

existed instead of the actual system of distribution.19

It is the multiple influences of marketing which

are extremely interesting. As Mehren, Abbott, and Harrison

prOpose, marketing practices may influence the levels of

agricultural production; this could result-from altered

techniques of production or higher physical output employ-

ing the same techniques of production. As Holton and
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Galbraith propose, more effective marketing could lower

food costs to the consumer; reductions in food cost could

cause shifts in demand for both food and nonfood items thus

effecting physical output requirements.

Attempting to combine all of the possible responses

to marketing change is a most difficult task. Shifts in

consumer demand caused by altered food prices resulting

from some marketing change could, for example, have an

effect on production requirements within the economic sys-

tem. Changes in techniques of productions could, for ex-

ample, effect labor requirements and thus employment and

thus consumer demand.

An interesting and integrating concept has been

proposed by Rostow. The national market concept has par-

ticular significance to marketing and its role in deve10p-

ment.

The National Market Concept

Rostow's concept of a national market is part of a

more general thesis concerning the stages of economic

growth. The particular significance of a "national market"

to marketing in development can be isolated, however.

Rostow contends that the developing countries began

the process of modernization, or economic development, in

two basic areas; the production of manufactured goods; and

a build-up in basic infrastructure. According to Rostow,
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this led to a neglect of the agricultural sector and a

concentration of developmental activity in a few of the

large cities of-those developing countries.

As a basic economic development task, Rostow sees

the need for these countries to

. . . convert their somewhat isolated urban indus-

trial concentrations into active, dynamic centers which

purposefully diffuse the process of modernization out

across the nation while they generate the capacity, on

this wider market foundation, to pay their way as they

move to full industrialization of their societies.2

The "wider market foundation" is the internal na-

tional market. What Rostow is suggesting is the building

of an integrated economy where the rural sector provides

markets for the goods produced in the urban sector and also

provides sufficient amounts of food stuffs, at stable and

lower prices, to the urban sector. In View from the Sev-
 

enth Floor Rostow summarized his notions on how national
 

markets are built,

Now, how do you do it? How do you make a national

market, starting from the kind of distorted situation

that can be observed in the world around us?

I suggest that there are four major jobs that must

be done, and they should be done simultaneously as part

of a national strategy, shared by the public and pri-

vate authorities.

The four elements are these: a build-up of agri-

cultural productivity; a revolution in the marketing

of agricultural equipment and consumers' goods for the

mass market; and a revolution in the marketing methods

for such cheap manufactured goods, especially in rural

areas.

According to Rostow, the modernization of the rural

area, a necessary step in the building of a national market,

requires that four necessary and sufficient conditions be met:
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First, the farmer must receive a reliable and fair

price for his product.

Second, credit must be available at reasonable

rates for him to make the change in character of his

output or the shift in productivity desired.

Third, there must be available on the spot tech-

nical assistance that is relevant to his soil, his:

weather conditions, and his change in either output

or the shift in productivity.

Finally, there must be available at reasonable

rates two types of industrial products; inputs such as

chemical fertilizers, insecticides, and farm tools;

and incentive goods--that is, the consumer goods of

good quality he and his family would purchase in

greater quantity or work harder to get if they were

cheaper or if his income were higher.22

Marketing is a vital part of the process of build-

ing an internal national market because it enters the pro-

cess of modernization in two ways. First, insuring that

the farmer receives a stable and fair price for his output

may require changes in marketing practices associated with

the movement of product from the country to the city.

Second, changes in marketing practices associated with the

movement of both basic agricultural inputs (fertilizers,

tools, pesticides) and low priced manufactured goods from

the cities to rural areas may also be required. The coor—

dination of rural and urban areas by improving both the

flow of agricultural products from rural to urban areas

and the counter flow of agricultural inputs and manufac-

tured goods from urban to rural areas is a required part

of internal national market development.
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By combining Rostow's ideas with those presented

above, one begins to see the economic system as a highly

interrelated system where the connective distributive pro—

cesses may play a key role in development.

Inducing Marketing Reforms

As mentioned in the previous chapter, it was a

research effort conducted by an interdisciplinary research

team from Michigan State University which brought into

clear focus the problems of measurement addressed in this

thesis.

: Measuring the impact of changes in the marketing

system is a critical aspect of analysis. The impact of

marketing changes upon employment, income distribution,

and demand, resulting from change within the marketing

system are obviously not easy to measure.

Slater, Director of the Latin American Market Plan-

ning Center, has described the approach he thinks should

be followed in inducing internal national market develop-

ment.23 The approach is described schematically in Figure

2.1.

Paraphrasing from an article by Slater,24 it is

first necessary to obtain as precise a description as pos—

sible of the existing marketing channels used for moving

domestically produced food products to the urban markets.

With this description, the major channel members can be

identified.
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The identified channel members are studied in an

attempt to determine what they perceive to be the limiting

factors which inhibit their accepting responsibility for

more products being brought through the market channel.

These factors could include uncertainty about future prices

or the level of demand at some future time.

Only after an understanding Of the marketing chan-

nel members attitudes toward risk and undertainty are as-

certained is it generally effective to take the second

step: the inducement of selected marketing reforms. These

'marketing reforms are designed to reduce or spread market-

ing risks in order to induce an expansion in marketing

participation.

When marketing reforms have been made, and when

‘capital and technical assistance is available, expansion

in marketing Operations will likely occur. The third step

in this process is to insure that credit, storage and hand-

ling facilities, and legal reforms are available to support

any expansion in the food marketing sector.

If the marketing reforms are properly designed and

supported, a series of reaction in the socio-economic sys-

tem are anticipated:

1. Given lower and/or more stable food prices,

the final consumer may expand his consumption

of food items and/or nonfood items.

2. Increased demand for agricultural output could

result in higher rural incomes leading to a

higher demand for manufactured items for rural

personal consumption.
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3. Increased agricultural output may require addi-

tional inputs to the rural sector of such items

as fertilizer and machinery.

4. Any combination of increased demand for agri-

cultural output, agricultural inputs, and man-

ufactured items could lead to further increases

in total physical output, income and final

demand.

Where marketing reforms result in reduced labor

requirements by the marketing sector, unemployment of a

portion of the labor force could result. 'Such a reaction

might occur where marketing efficiency is increased by a

marketing reform. Both the potential "benefits" and "costs"

Of any marketing reform need to be studied.

Conclusions
 

It is the economic consequences of marketing re-

forms within the distribution sector of a develoPing eco-

nomy which need to be measured.

The review has clarified one major point concerning

the measurement problem; the economic system needs to be

viewed as a collection of interrelated economic sectors.

The consequences of a reform or change from within the dis—

tribution sector needs to be measured in terms Of the ef-

fects a reform has upon the other sectors in the system;

the potential impact of reforms upon both the users or

consumers of economic goods and services and the producers

of goods have been mentioned above.
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A change within the distribution sector may alter

the consumer prices of commodities; changes which alter

food prices may have the effect of altering the amounts

and mix Of both food and nonfood purchases by consumers.

A change within the distributionvsector may alter

the amounts and/or techniques of production; changes in

production may alter the flows of economic goods between

different industrial sectors as well as labor requirements.

The problems of interrelationship are extremely

important from a measurement vieWpoint. The result of a

marketing change can not be considered only in terms of

its effect on one sector, such as consumption, without

consideration of the subsequent reaction of other economic

sectors, such as production. The interrelationship be-

tween the distribution sector and both the consumption and

production sectors was noted; the relationship between the

consumption and production sectors via such ties as labor

must also be considered.

Changes in production may alter labor requirements.

The effects of changing labor requirements upon consumption

via changes in wage income represents a facet of the poten-

tial economic consequences of a marketing reform. Changes

in demand which could result from a market reform may alter

production and, therefore, effect both the flow of goods

between industrial sectors (intermediate demand) and labor

requirements.
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The issues raised by such authors as Holton and

Galbraith, and Abbott and Mehren point up important conse-

quences to the consumption and production sectors respec-

tively. The issues raised by such authors as Slater and

Rostow point to those concerns but, in addition, reflect

upon the problems of what happens once one sector is in-

fluenced.

The measurement problem is complex; the concerns

include the more or less direct effects of a marketing

reform upon consumption and production and, in addition,

the secondary effects of consumption on production and

production on consumption.

The specific approach to measuring the multiple

impacts of a reform in the distribution sector will be

presented in a later chapter. Another realm of concerns

need to be raised at this point to lay the groundwork more

fully.

A great deal of effort has been expended on the

development Of mathematical models of economic systems.

Each Of these models has the potential of Offering a tech-

nique or clue of value to measuring the economic impact of

a marketing reform. The following chapter reviews some Of

the existing economic models.



CHAPTER III

ECONOMIC MODELS AND THE DISTRIBUTION SECTOR

Introduction

Reference to a "distribution sector" is contained

in few macro-economic models. This chapter reviews two

major classes of economic models; input-output and national

income. The Objective of this review is to determine the

manner in which marketing related problems can be treated

using features of existing economic models.

Certain features of existing models have relevance

to the problem of measuring the economic impact of changes

in marketing. The models deveIOped in this thesis incor-

porate certain features of both input-output and national

income models. A discussion of both the conceptual frame-

works of existing models and the methodological aspects of

constructing these models are thus relevant to the objec-

tives of this thesis.

Input-Output Models

The Leontief Model

Input-output analysis was developed in the early

1930's by Wassily Leontief. Since its introduction, a

28
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number of input-output model forms have been develOped

increasing both the complexity and usefulness Of input-

Output analysis. Input-output ranks today as one of the

most important types of economic models.1

In the input-output framework an economy is viewed

as a set of interacting industrial sectors. Each indus-

trial sector produces a single output which is used by

other industrial sectors as a factor of production and

sold to final demand. To produce its output, each indus-

trial sector uses the output of other industrial sectors

in combination with labor and, possibly, imports from other

economic systems.

Final demand for the output of an industrial sec-

tor equals the amount demanded by households, government,

other economic systems (exports), and usually the net

change in stock. Intermediate demand for the output of an

industrial sector equals the amounts demanded by all other

industrial sectors in the system.

The total output of an industrial sector equals,

by definition, the sum of intermediate and final demand.

In the basic input-output model, final demand is treated

as an exogeneous variable and therefore presents no compu-

tational problem. It is the computation of intermediate

demand which presents the problems and which required

Leontief to develop a set of simultaneous equations in

order to Obtain a solution.
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The use of simultaneous equations is required be-

cause Leontief chose to view the economic system as a set

Of interacting industrial sectors; the total output of an

industry, i, is functionally related to the input require—

ments of other industries which, in turn, are functionally

related to the total output of industry i.

If the industries are related in a sequential

manner, it is easy to see that a simultaneous solution is

not required. A sequential arrangement implies that the

flow of output is from a "lower" industry to a "higher"

industry with no output going from a "higher" to a "lower"

industry. Given values for the total outputs of the "high-

est" order industries and an assumption on production re-

lationships, the input requirements and thus the total

output requirements Of "lower" industries can be computed.

This method can be repeated until the outputs Of the "low—

est" industries are computed.

Leontief chose to recognize the reality of industry

interrelation and, with the aid of a simplifying assump-

tion on production functions, developed the basic input-

output model. The clearest method of describing a basic

input-output is to use as an example a hypothetical eco-

nomy with n industrial sectors.

Let the amount of output of one industrial sector,

i, which is used as an input by another sector, j, be de-

fined as Yij' Let the final demand for the output of sec-

tor i equal Fi' and the total output of sector i equal Yi‘
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The total output of sector i equals the sum of

intermediate demand and final demand. Expressed in math-

ematical terms,

It

Y1 = Z Y.. + Fi . (3.1)

=1

There are n equations of the type shown above, one

equation for each of the n industries.

Assume that the input required from sector i by

sector j is related to the total output of sector j in

fixed prOportion, aij' The fixed prOportion, aij' is

usually referred to as a technical coefficient. Expressed

mathematically,

Y.. — a..Y. (3.2)

13 13 3

It can be shown that the relationship between the

total outputs of the n industrial sectors and the final

demands for the outputs of the n industrial sectors is,2

-1

I: [U-A] F (3.3)

Where,

YlI

Y2

I = i. ,

J

Y

Ln..—  
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F1

F2

F: F.
J I

En.

U = an (n x n) unit matrix, and

A = an (n x n) matrix with entries of a...

1]

There are certain assumptions made, in addition to

the assumption of fixed proportions, to develop the input-

Output model. First, is the assumption that each industry

produces its own specific output and no other. Second, it

is assumed that there is product homogeneity; each product

is uniform..

There is no assumption made that the technical co-

efficients are fixed over time. It should also be noted

that the assumption of proportionality in production dis-

allows substitution effects, or economies or diseconomies

of scale.

The basic assumptions are, of course, simplifica-

tions Of reality. In attempting to justify the use of

input-output in light of its obvious simplification Stone

stated:

. . . if assumptions are so misleading why, it may

be asked, bring them in at all? The answer is that

without them we could never make a start. They enable

us to introduce some sort of order into the bewildering

variety of the real world and reduce it to measurable

prOportion.
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Uses of a simple input-output model are rather

obvious. First, the model allows the computation of total

output requirements for a set of final demand estimations.

Second, using supplemental information and assumptions

about total output and labor, import, or capital relation-

ships, estimates of labor, import and capital requirements

for sets of final demand estimates can be made. The model

allows a simulation of the behavior of the economic system

for research or economic deve10pment p1anning.4'5'6

Final demand in an input-output model is essen-

tially equal to gross national product. Given a projection

for GNP, disaggregated to describe final demands for the

output of each defined industrial sector, the total output

Of each sector can be estimated. Using these total output

values, estimates Of labor, imports and capital can be

made.

. Price Consideration

Prices of outputs have been introduced into the

input-output model. Let Xj be the price per unit of good

j. If aij is defined in physical unit per physical unit

terms, aij times Xi is the cost of aij units of good 1

required to produce one unit of j. The cost of all indus-

trial inputs to industry j required for one unit of good j

is 5:1 aij Xi . Defining "value added" by industry j

in producing one unit of good j as vj, then;
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n

v. = X. - Z a.. X. (3.4)

Value added can be broken down into labor cost and

profit. Hadley demonstrates how the price and value added

concepts are incorporated mathematically into the model.7

The effect of wage rate changes upon prices throughout the

economic system can be studied with this feature of an

input—output model.

A "Closed" Leontief Model

The "closing" of an input-output model refers to

the relationship which exists between labor input (income)

and the level of final demand. One portion of final de-

mand is export and government demand. Increasing the level

of government demand for industrial output increases the

total output of industrial sectors and thus labor require—

ments. Increased labor requirements increases consumer

demands given that they have more income.

To close the Leontief model requires the addition

Of a consumption function which relates demand for goods

to the amount of income (labor requirements). Referring

again to Hadley, one possible way of including the con-

sumer sector is to treat it as another industry.8’9
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Dynamic Input-Output Models
 

Attempts have been made to introduce dynamic be-

10’11'12 One of thehavior into the input-output model.

most extensive input-output modeling efforts, outside the

Office of Business Economics in the United States, has been

conducted at Cambridge University. The Cambridge Model,

designed for long range economic predictions, has two

characteristics which should be discussed.

It was stated above that one assumption of a Leon-

tief model was an identity between industry and product.

This means that a product is produced only in one industry.

In the Cambridge model a double classification is used

which distinguishes between industries and commodities.

This double classification is used to reduce errors in the

technological relationships established between industries

by assigning product demand to the correct industry regard-

less of which industry, in reality, produces the product.13

In effect, technology is described on a commodity basis

rather than an industrial basis.

The second characteristic of the Cambridge model

is the method of projecting technical coefficient values

into the future. Due to data shortages a combination of

14 The dis-extrapolation and direct observation is used.

aggregation of the model is fine enough that industrial

experts can criticize and improve technical coefficient
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estimates. The model is designed to consider changes in

technical coefficients since its function is to serve long

range economic prediction needs.

The Distribution Sector

The Statistical Office of the United Nations has

develOped a list of industrial divisions referred to as

the International Standard Industrial Classification

(ISIC).15 In this list, commerce, trade, finance, insur-

ance, and real estate are grouped in one major classifica-

tion. Other classifications include agricultural, mining,

manufacturing, construction, public utilities, transport,

storage and communication, and services.

These industrial classifications are used in most

input-output models of economic systems. In a review of

the deve10pment plans of thirteen countries, the trade

sector is explicitly defined in only four.16 While country

deve10pment plans are not always directly related to the

sectors defined in an input-output model the exception of

trade in nine country plans is indicative of its neglect.

In those cases where a trade or distributiOn sector

is treated as an industrial sector in an input-output model

the inputs and outputs must be clearly understood. The

inputs to the distribution sector include only such items

as refrigeration units, cash registers, and wrapping paper.

These inputs are for use in the commercial sector as
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"factors of production." The output of the distribution

sector includes sales to other industrial sectors and only

a portion of its actual sales to final demand.

In an input-output model the portion of industrial

output going to final demand which is sold by a wholesale

or retail establishment is recorded as final demand for

the industry and not the commercial sector actually selling

the output. While the total output value for an industry

such as mining approximates the value of mining's output,

the total output value for the distribution sector repre—

sents only a fraction of its actual throughput.

Physical flow patterns of goods are described in

an input-output model only in the sense of origin and ul-

timate destination. An input-output table records only

the value of goods sold by industry 1 to industry j. The

number of intermediaries involved is not known nor is value

added by the distribution sector known.

The channel of distribution describing the flow

pattern for the output of any industry is not defined

within the input-output framework.

Evaluation
 

An input-output model, without a basic alteration

in the manner in which the distribution sector is treated,.

is not applicable to analyzing that sector's relationship

to the rest of the economic system. The reason for this
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is the manner in which the distribution sector must be

treated if it is to be defined as an industrial sector

within the model.

To explicitly include a distribution sector in a

model of an economic system requires that, at minimum, the

actual amount of inputs to that sector and its actual out-

put be recorded. To record this data in an input—output

model would involve double counting or the altering of the

values Of technical coefficients and value added for all

other industrial sectors by changing their values for final

demand.

Although direct use of an input-output model is

not possible, aspects of the model are vitally important

and useful in the context of measuring the impact of cer-

tain marketing reforms or changes.

The interdependency Of industrial sectors points

to an important factor which must be considered in meas-

uring the impact of a marketing change. If a marketing

reform within the distribution sector alters the level of

demand for the output of any industrial sector, the total

output of all related industries will be effected. To

simply record the demand change for the effected good would

understate the impact of the reform. Pr0perly used, the

theoretical relationships of the input-output model can be

used to record secondary effects of a marketing reform

within the production sector.
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The "closed" Leontief model provides another clue

for tracing the effect of a marketing reform. Consider a

marketing reform which increases the demand for the output

of an industry, agriculture, for example. Industry inter-

dependency, as described in an input-output model, indi-

cates that the total output of other industries, manufac-

turing, for example, may increase. Increases in total

output increase labor requirements and thus total income

and consumer demand. Increased consumer demand has an

additive effect upon total output requirements. The closed

Leontief model describes an approach to measuring this

effect.

The inclusion of price in an input-output model

provides a suggested approach for dealing with price ef-

fects throughout an economic system caused, perhaps, by a

marketing reform. Alterations in price at the consumer

level may effect demand, total output and wage income.

Thus, while an input-output model treats the dis-

tribution sector in a manner not satisfactory for the pur-

poses of this thesis, it does provide basic concepts which

can be used to build a useful model.

National Income Models
 

Domar and Harrod
 

The original models of Harrod and Domar are the

prototypes Of the national income models. In these
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original models, the economic system was viewed in simple

aggregate terms.

Evsey Domar's original model was designed to define

the rate which demand must increase in order to fully uti—

lize increasing productivity caused by capital accumulation.

This model was not presented as a theory of growth but as

a means of studying an aspect of the growth problem.17 i

The basic relationship in the model defines the

equilibrium growth path. The equilibrium growth path is

defined by the condition that no capital shortage exists

yet all capital provided by previous investment is fully

utilized. Expressed mathematically,

Ai

1t:

= ac . (3.5)

where

Ai = change in investment,

it = investment in time t,

a = marginal prOpensity to save, and

o = ratio of added capacity to added capital stock.

The development of this equation rests upon fairly

simple economic relationships. The amount of capacity

added during any period, t, is equal to 0 times i Fort.

equilibrium, additional aggregate demand must also equal

cit. Consumption can account for only (l-a)cit

fore, additional investment, oi, must account for the rest,

and, there-

acit. Equation 3.5 is a rearrangement of the statement

Ai = aoit.18
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Harrod attempted, in his original model, to provide

The "accel-

eration principle" is used to develop a theory Of invest-

ment.

been made.

A number Of interpretations of Harrod's model have

The following is by Ackley.19

The model is expressible in the form;

Y Y
Yt = (n+9) Yt l p (3.6)

t-l t-2

where Y = aggregate demand,

a = marginal propensity to consume, and

p = marginal prOpensity to invest.

The derivation is based upon four assumptions.2

These assumptions concern the determination of consumer

the rate of output

 

 

demand, Ct' investment demand, it’

Y

growth, Y , and sales St‘ Respectively these assumptions

t-l

are;

Ct = aYt (307)

Yt = Yt-l, St (3.9)

Yt—l Yt-Z t-l

St = Ct + 1t (3.10)

Ackley states that the Harrod model, and a similar

but more SOphisticated model by Duesenberry, operates on

the same principle:
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Growth occurs because the actual capital-to-output

ratio remains sufficiently far below the Optimum ratio

to induce sufficient investment to keep income growing

as fast (or faster) than capital accumulates.

Ackley qualifies the usefulness of these and other

growth models.22 First, he states that these growth models

are concerned with the study of growth in highly developed

countries which have essentially the free-market, free-

enterprise system of organization. Second, he notes that

they concentrated only on the accumulation of capital and

claims. Even population and technological trends are not

considered.

Sector Disaggregation
 

Recent models of the national income type are more

soPhisticated and treat the economic system in a more dis-

aggregated manner. A model developed by Ichimura is an

example of a national income model with two defined

sectors.23

In the Ichimura model, a distinction is made be-

tween the private and public sectors of the economy. Pri-

vate investment and consumption are treated separate from

public consumption and investment.

Three definitional, seven behavioral, and one

technical equations are used in the model. The definition—

al equations pertain to national income definitions. The

behavioral equations cover private savings, taxes, imports,
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government expenditures, borrowing, and investment. A

capital-output relationship is the technical equation.

All eleven equations need not be listed. The

equation below, concerning private savings, is illustrative

of the model's form.

P P
(YP - C ) = sY

Private savings (YP - CP), is related to disposable

private income, YP, by the average propensity to save, 5.

The complexity and level of disaggregation of the

national income model class is virtually unlimited. Two

examples of the more complex models are those developed by

the Simulmatics Corporation and the Social Science Research

Council.

The Simulmatic's model was develOped as a dynamic

model for simulating the Venezuelan economy.24 Three sec-

tors are defined in the model; the definition of sectors

reflects the importance of the petroleum industry in Ven-

ezuela. The petroleum, non-petroleum, and public sectors

are modeled. Capital formation and output capability are

related for each sector. Import and consumption functions

are develOped. Definitional equations are used to convert

the models assumptions into national income accounting

terms.

Over one-hundred equations are involved in the

presentation of the Venezuelan model.25 These include
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definitional, behavioral, and technical equations of vary—

ing complexity. The model is presented not as a hypothet—

ical illustration but as a model based upon the Venezuelan

situation; it is designed for policy makers as a tool.

The Social Science Research Council developed a

national income model designed for short run forecasting

in the United States.26 In the original model, seven in-

dustrial sectors were defined; a thirty sectorial model is

planned. In the model, numerous equations (over one hun-

dred and fifty) of varying complexity are used to construct

the model.

Models such as the two previously mentioned are

difficult to summarize. In a discussion of the SSRC model,

one person commented, ". . . the SSRC model of the United

States ... . is a very large one, and I hope that I shall

27
be forgiven if I do not discuss it equation by equation."

No equation by equation evaluation is attempted here either.

Trends

Models of the national income type have, as indi-

cated above, become highly complex. In the original model

by Harrod no industrial sectoring was attempted while in

the SSRC model seven industrial sectors are defined and

the introduction of twenty—three more is planned. The

original Harrod model used the simple Keynesian consump-

tion function while the SSRC model introduces six
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equations, estimated by least-squares method, to describe

the consumption functions for different categories of

goods.

The complexity of national income models has re-

sulted from a combination of two factors. Disaggregation

or sectoring of the economic system is one factor. In-

creased SOphistication of the perception of economic rela—

tionships is the second factor.

Sectoring has resulted in the consideration of

more than one component of a basic national income compo-

nent such as production or consumption. A number of in-

dustrial sectors or consumption types are defined using

economic relationships of basically the same type. This

factor is analogous to expanding the number of defined

industrial sectors in a Leontief model. The complexity

Of the model is increased due to size rather than more

complicated economic relationships.

Increased SOphistication of economic relationships

also complicates the form of a national income model. As

the influence Of such factors as taxes, inventory, govern-

ment expenditure patterns, and pOpulation trends are con-

sidered the model becomes more difficult to develop.

In general, while the trend in input-output anal-

ysis has been toward more SOphisticated handling of pro-

duction oriented problems, national income models have‘

concentrated on improved estimations of final demand and

capital-output relationships.
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Evaluation

The commercial or distribution sector has been

completely ignored in all but the most recent national

income models. Of the models reviewed, only the SSRC

model had reference to a distribution sector. In the

SSRC model, inventory levels, employment, and price levels

at the wholesale level were included as factors in the

model.28

Although referred to in the SSRC model, the dis-

tribution sector is certainly not an integrated part of

the model. Employment, level of inventory, and prices as

they relate to the distribution sector were included in

the model because these factors had to be considered in

the estimation of final demand; the distribution sector

itself was not modeled.

Summary

The two basic types of economic models, input-

output and national income, are discussed above. Within

each type so many varied forms exist that the term "input-

output" or "national income" is really insufficient to de-

scribe any particular model. As they become more complex,

the differences seem slight.

The most important observation concerning existing

economic models, with respect to the problem of measuring

the economic impact of marketing change, is that the
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distribution sector of an economic system is treated in

only a superficial manner. In input-output analysis the

emphasis is placed on the industrial sector and, when in—

cluded, the distribution sector is treated as a productive

sector also. In a national income framework, the distri-

bution sector is usually not defined. When reference to

the trade sector is made, as in the SSRC model, the purpose

is to improve estimations of the model with no particular

concern for integrating the distribution sector into the

model.

Aspects of input-output and national income models

are relevant to the problem of measuring the impact of

marketing change even though the distribution sector itself

is not treated in either type in the manner required. The

input-output model provides techniques for tracing the im-

pact of distribution changes to output changes of different

industrial sectors. The national income models provide

techniques for tracing the impact of distribution change

to the final demand sectors.

The following chapter describes the mathematical

modeling technique to be used. To assist the reader in

the transition from the more familiar model types to a

systems model, a simplified example will be used for dem-

onstrating both the technique of systems theory and the

conceptual framework for introducing a distribution sector

into a model Of an economic system.



CHAPTER IV

THE METHODOLOGY OF SYSTEMS THEORY:

A QUALITATIVE EXPLANATION

The Objective of this chapter is to explain the

methodology of systems theory and relate it to the modeling

of a socio-economic system. The chapter is designed to

familiarize the reader with the basic concepts of systems

theory and explain, by the use Of a highly simplified ex-

ample, what systems theory does and does not provide.

Systems Theory in Socio-Economic Modeling

According to Boulding:

General systems theory is the skeleton of science

in the sense that it aims to provide a framework or

structure of systems on which to hang the flesh and

blood of particular disciplines and particular subject

matters in an orderly and coherent corpus of knowledge.

Miller and Blalock state that general systems

theory is:

. . . a general mode of analysis used in all

sciences. Systems are seen from three perspectives

(1) that involving the relationships between system

and environment, (2) that involving interaction be-

tween several systems, and (3) that involving one

type of system composed of other types of systems.2

48
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"Systems engineering," "systems theory," the "sys-

tems approach," and "systems analysis" are all terms used

to describe techniques originating in the field of engi-

neering. At the onset, the engineering sub-field of gen-

eral systems theory was restricted to the analysis of

physical systems. The methodologies developed within the

engineering field are now being applied in the social

sciences.

The term "systems theory," as used in this thesis,

identifies a specific formalized mathematical methodology

develOped within the field of systems engineering for the

study Of physical systems; the modeling procedures are

rigidly defined.3'4’5’6 General systems theory, as noted

above, is the broader term used to define the inquiry into

the assertions applicable to all systems, whether physical,

biological, or behavioral, by a variety of modern scien-

tific techniques.

Systems theory is still used primarily to develOp

mathematical models of physical systems. With the aid of

a systems model, the mathematical description of a system,

the behavior of a physical system can be studied on a com-

puter. The inherent stability of a physical system and

the sensitivity of that system to changes in its structure

can be evaluated with the model.

Systems models serve as basic tools for controlling

and Optimizing the behavior of a physical systems and for
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designing new systems. Using the technique of systems

theory a physical system can be "built" in mathematical

terms and its' behavior analyzed on a computer prior to

its actual construction.~ .

It seems natural that a formal quantitative meth-

odology for analyzing the behavior of a system has been

developed and first applied in the analysis of physical

systems. The components of physical systems are easily

identified and may be physically uncoupled from the system.

The behavior of an uncoupled physical component can be

studied in isolation and under a wide range of laboratory

conditions. Well defined measurement units and measurement

tools are in existence to assist in the analysis of phys-

ical components.

A limited source of material exists describing

attempts to apply the methodology of systems theory to the

study of non-physical systems. Such diverse "systems" as

a university, a recreational system, a church, and a com-

pany have been studied using systems theory as the basic

research technique.7'8’9'10'll’12

NO one familiar with the methodology of systems

theory claims that its application will lead to the imme-

diate deve10pment of SOphisticated models of socio-economic

systems. The basic value of systems theory in modeling

socio-economic systems at this stage, in the authors opin-

ion, is in the structured approach it provides for the
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deve10pment of a mathematical model. The methodology pro-

vides a technique for constructing a model of a system as

an explicit function of the behavior of the identified

components and their interactions.

The modeling Of physical systems has been developed

to the point where SOphisticated mathematical techniques

are used. Complicated mathematical descriptions of phys-

ical systems are common. At this stage in the application

of systems theory to modeling socio-economic systems, know-

ledge Of certain more advanced techniques is not required.

Much more must be known both about the behavior of socio-

economic systems and the "art" of applying systems theory

to modeling socio-economic systems to fully utilize more

advanced techniques such as control theory and system

Optimization.

This chapter, as stated above, is concerned with

describing the basic concepts of systems theory applicable

to the modeling of socio-economic systems. These concepts

are discussed in abstract terms so that the inherent flex-

ibility of the methodology can be demonstrated; a specific

example pertaining to a socio-economic system is used to

clarify these concepts.

It is convenient to distinguish between two broad

areas Of systems theory:
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1. modeling theory, which deals with the develop-

ment of a systems model from the models of the

components Of the system; and,

2. behavior theory, which is concerned with the

use of a systems model to study the behavior

of the system in response to various changes

in the structure of the system.

Modeling theory is discussed below. Behavioral theory is

demonstrated in Chapter V and Chapter VI using the systems

models developed in those chapters.

The following material on modeling theory is based

primarily on the published and unpublished writings of

Koenig.13’14’15 An attempt has been made to combine and

restructure material primarily from Koenig's various writ-

ings, to orient the presentation toward socio-economic

systems modeling. Where portions of the methodology are

treated lightly, references to more detailed discussions

are supplied.

ModelinggTheory

Modeling theory is concerned with the procedures

used to obtain a mathematical description of certain fea-

tures of classes of systems. Figure 4.1 represents one

outline Of the steps which must be taken to develop such

a mathematical model.

The first three steps are concerned with estab-

lishing a modeling structure. The identification of the
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components of the system, the description of the intercon-

nections existing between the components, and the defini-

tion of measurement units establishes a modeling structure.

The deve10pment Of mathematical models of each component

is then required. The systems model is obtained by com-

bining the component models.

 

(COMPONENT IDENTIFICATIOND

 

  

(COMPONENT INTERACTION PATTERN)

 

 

(MEASUREMENT UNIT DEFINITIONS ’

< COWONENT MODELING)

CSYSTEMS MODEL D

Steps in Model Construction

Figure 4.1

 

 

 

Modeling Structure
 

Consider an abstract system, S, which has five

identified components (I, II, III, IV, V). Figure 4.2

describes a pattern of interconnection between the iden-

tified components Of system S.
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F

An Abstract System

Figure 4.2

No procedures or rules which result in the unique

identification of the components of any system. It is

assumed in systems theory that, in fact, no unique way

exists to identify the components Of any system. Given

any system, physical or non-physical, the components of

that system can be defined in a variety of ways.

The abstract system, S, described in Figure 4.2

has five components. It is possible to subdivide or "sub-

componentize" any of these five components. Figure 4.3

shows component III as being composed of four subcompo-

nents (l,2,3,4).

The component model of component III would be de-

veloped from the models of these four subcomponents.

MethOdOIOgically, component III is treated as if it were

a system, S*. The model of 8* is develOped from models of

its "components." The model of component III, developed
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from the model of its' "components" would be used to de-

velOp the model of system S by combining it with the models

of components I, II, IV and V.

 
Subcomponents of Component III

Figure 4.3

This technique of "breaking down" a defined compo-

nent is an extremely useful one. While difficulty may be

encountered in describing the behavior of component III in

its aggregate form, its behavior might be more readily de-

scribed in terms of the behavior of its' subcomponents

(l,2,3,4).

The number of components which are explicitly

identified for modeling purposes is not fixed. There is

no need to develOp a unique method of identifying the com-

ponents of a system when the methodology of systems theory

has the inherent flexibility demonstrated for redefining

components; beginning with some initial identification of

the components of a system it is always possible to refine

the model by going "within" some identified component.
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The interfaces or points of contact between the

components identified in Figure 4.2 are called terminals.

These terminals (A,B,C,D,E,F,G), are easily identified and

understood in terms of a physical system. If a radio were

defined as a system and a vacuum tube in that radio were

identified as a component of the radio, the prongs on the

vacuum tube would identify an interface. The prongs would

be used to connect the vacuum tube (a component) to another

component in the radio (the system).

A restriction imposed by the use of systems theory

is that the two basic systems variables, flow and propen-

sity, have specific measurement characteristics.16 In

order to facilitate the discussion of these measurement

restrictions some additional concepts and terminology must

be introduced.

It is useful to "picture" a component in a dia-

grammatic form which is referred to as a map. For example,

Component II from Figure 4.2 is shown in Figure 4.4 (a)

and mapped in Figure 4.4 (b). An edge, or line, is shown

between all of the terminals identified for that component.

There are six edges shown for this four terminal component.

Each edge has two measurement variables associated with it.

These two variables are referred to as the propensity var-

iable, X, and the flow variable, Y.

The arrow on each edge signifies a direction con-

cept. Edge 1 of Figure 4.4 (b) can be used to explain the
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concept of direction. The end points "a" and "b" are.

called vertices and they correspond to terminals A and B

of Component II. The propensity variable X1 is directed

from a to b if Xl>0 and from b to a if Xl<0. The flow is

directed from a to b if Yl>0 and from b to a if Yl<0. The

direction assigned to an edge by the arrow is arbitrary;

the concept Of a direction of an edge is, however, a nec-

l7
essary convention in modeling complex systems.

A

 

 

 
(a) (b)

Map of Component II

Figure 4.4

Q

In the physical '.’sciences the flow and propensity

variables are clearly defined. Some examples are given in

Table 4.118

The prOpensity variables have a special prOperty:

for a closed path of edges, such as in Figure 4.5, this

prOperty can be stated: Xl + X2 + X3 = 0. This property

is often referred to as the associative law of the real

numbering system. If X1 = 2, x2 = 3; then x3 must equal -5.
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Table 4.l--Variable identification

 

 

 

General

Phenomena Electrical Mechanical Hydrolic Thermal

X temp-

(prOpensity) voltage velocity pressure erature

Y

(flow) current force flow rate heat.flux

 

PrOpensity Variable

Figure 4.5

The flow variables also have a special measurement

prOperty: for a set of edges, such as shown in Figure 4.6,

the sum Of the flows at a vertex equals zero. For Figure

4.6, this property can be stated: Y1(n) + Y2(n) = Y3(n).

This property is sometimes referred to as the continuity

prOperty. If Yl(n) = 4, Y2(n) = 6; then Y3(n) must equal

10.
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Flow Variable

Figure 4.6

That part of modeling theory dealing with the es-

tablishment of a modeling structure can be illustrated

using, as an example, a three component model of a socio-

economic system. Figure 4.7 describes three identified

sectors Of the economic system and their points of contact.
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Three Component Socio-Economic System

Figure 4.7

A production, a distribution and a consumption

sector of the socio-economic system are identified. In

the socio-economic system where the distribution sector
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is an identified component, a food distribution subsector

and a nonfood distribution subsector could be identified

as subcomponents of the distribution component. This pro-

cess could be continued by identifying "types" of food

distributors within the food distribution subsector, modern

or traditional "types" for example. The terminals A,B,C,

and D in Figure 4.7 identify interfaces at which the move-

ment Of certain items takes place between the three sec—

tors. Terminal A might represent the flow of goods from

the production sector into the distribution sector. Term-

inal B could represent the flow of the same goods from the

distribution sector to the consumption sector. Terminals

D and E might represent the labor used by the distribution

and production sectors.

The terminals on a sector (the component) of a

country (the system) are not easily identified. The dis-

tribution sector, for example, interfaces with the other

defined sectors of the socio-economic system; an interface

therefore exists between the production sector and the

distribution sector. Although a single point called a

terminal would not be visible, an interface does exist.

Physical units of goods move between these sectors and

thus form an interface. Other flows between these two

identified sectors can also be described: money and labor,

for example.
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When the types of flows which exist between the

identified components of a system are defined, the pattern

Of interconnection existing between the components is es-.

tablished. Goods, money, and labor are examples of the

types of items which can be used to establish interconnec-

tions between components in a socio-economic system.

Measurement units to describe the items moving

between these sectors need to be explicitly defined. The

flow variable, Y, might be defined as a unit Of flow of

goods or labor per some specified time period. The pro-

pensity variable, X, might be defined as the price per

unit Of the defined goods or labor. The flow variable

could also be a measure of dollar value for some time

period while the propensity variable could be defined as

a price index. —«m’fl

The identification of the components of the system,

a description of how these sectors interface, and the def-

inition of measurement units for items moving between sec—

tors establishes a modeling structure. Within this struc-

ture the mathematical models of each component must be

develOped.

Component Modeling
 

Once the modeling structure is defined the meth-

odology of systems theory is used to explicitly state what

mathematical relationships required to model the components.
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Consider any component with N terminals. A set of N-l

edges connecting the N terminals of the component but

forming no closed path is called a terminal graph of the

component. One possible terminal graph for the five term-

inal component in Figure 4.8 (a) is given in Figure 4.8

(b). The set of edges shown in Figure 4.8 (b) (l,2,3,4),

is referred to as a tree of edges.

A

 
(a) (b)

Terminal Graph

Figure 4.8

The first postulate of systems theory is that a

relationship needs to be established for only those com-

plimentary variables (X and Y) which correspond to a tree

of edges on the N terminals Of a component.19 Thus, N-l

equations relating the 2(N-l) variables (a flow and pro-

pensity variable for each edge) are required to develop

the component model. In terms of the graph in Figure 4.8

(b), four equations relating any four variables in the set

(X1, Y1, X2, Y2, X3, Y3, X4, Y4) to the remaining four

variables specify a model of that component.
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The component mappings for the three components of

the socio-economic system shown in Figure 4.7 are given in

Figure 4.9.

c

 

Production Sector Distribution Sector Consumption Sector

(6:!) (b) (c)

Component Mappings

Figure 4.9

For the production component model two equations

relating any two variables in the set (X1, Y X2, Y2) to1:

the remaining two are required. For the distribution com-

ponent, three equations relating three variables in the

set (X3, Y3, X4, Y4, X5, Y5) to the remaining three are

required. Finally, for the consumption component three

equations relating three variables from the set (X6, Y6,

X7, Y7, X8, Y8) to the remaining three are required. The.

source of the equations which describes the assumed rela-

tionship between these variables is the actual behavior

Of the component.
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A model of a component is designed to describe, in

mathematical terms, the relationship which exists between

the systems variables defined in the component models.

Referring to the three component socio-economic system, it

was stated that three equations were required to model the

consumption component. These equations would describe the

relationship existing between the systems variables as de-

fined for this component (X3, Y3, X4, Y4, X5, and Y5).

The methodology of systems theory does not provide

a mathematical form which can be used to describe the be-

havior of this specific component. Systems theory does

not provide a technique for defining the relationship be-

tween the values of X3, Y3, X4, Y4, X5, and Y5; systems

theory specifies the relationships which must be estab-

lished.

The form of the relationship that must be estab-

lished is dictated by the behavior of the component and

the objectives Of the modeler. The form of the relation-

ship will be an expression Of how the systems variables,

and what they were defined as measuring, are assumed to

relate. The systems models developed in the next two

chapters will assume a set of relationships to exist be-

tween the defined variables for each sector of the socio-

economic system defined.
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The Systems Model
 

Once the component models are developed, it is a

mathematical problem to construct a model of the entire

system.

A systems graph of the three component socio-

economic systems described in Figure 4.10 (a) is shown in

Figure 4.10 (b).

 (b)

System Graph

Figure 4.10

A systems graph is a union of all of the edges

used to model the identified components. The graph has v

vertices corresponding to the interfaces, and e edges cor-

responding to the edges in the component models. In this

example there are four vertices and five edges.
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If there are e edges defined for a certain compo-

nent, the component model requires a minimum Of e equations

to relate the 2e unknowns (an X and Y variables for each

edge). Since the model of a system is described as a set

of simultaneous equations, as many equations as there are

unknowns must be available to obtain the systems model.

An interconnection model, developed from the sys-

tem graph provides e additional independent equations.20

All e of these equations, or a subset of e equations from

the interconnection model, may be used in combination with

the equations Of the component models to construct the

systems model.

The construction of the interconnection model is

based on the prOperties of the prOpensity and flow varia-

bles. The definition of the previously discussed X and Y

variables is such that it is possible to obtain additional

independent equations which may be needed to construct the

systems model.

The exact form of the systems model depends on the

form of the component models and their interconnection

pattern. The behavioral characteristics of the system are

implicit in the systems model.

Summary

In such a brief review it is impossible, and per—

haps unwise, to raise all of the issues which must be
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understood to apply the concepts and techniques of systems

theory. The basics Of systems theory are surprisingly

simple however.

The methodology of systems theory states that the

user may view some system in a manner which is most useful

and meaningful to him. The system may be broken into com- '

ponents or parts as the user deems necessary. By observihgfl

the restrictions placed on the definitiOns Of the two var-

iables, flow and prOpensity, the user is guaranteed that

enough independent equations can be generated to make the

entire system of equations, the model itself, solvable.

- ...—

 

Transition

Up tO this point, three major areas have been re-

viewed; the role of marketing in economic development,

existing economic models and their treatment of the dis-

tribution sector, and the methodology of systems theory.

The model developed in the next chapter represents

an attempt to merge a modeling technique and certain con-

cepts and features of existing economic models into an

approach for measuring the economic consequences Of changes

within the distribution sector of an economic system.

The economic system will be viewed as a collection

of interrelated economic sectors. The literature on the

role of marketing in economic deve10pment has described

the need to consider the economic system in this manner.
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The methodology Of systems theory is based upon the concept

Of viewing a system as.a set of interrelated sectors. Ex-

isting economic models, such as input-output and national

income, have dealt with the problems of modeling certain

economic sectors such as production and consumption and

establishing relations between those sectors.

The distribution sector will be explicitly included

in the model of the economic system. In order to alter

facets Of distribution and mathematically simulate the

reactions of the economic system, the distribution sector

must be included in the model explicitly. The technique

of systems theory provides an approach for modeling the

distribution sector as an integrated part of the system.

Existing models can assist in the task of modeling other

sectors and allow for more attention to be focused on the

problem of introducing the distribution sector.

Operationally defined variables such as physical--

flow and prices will serve as measures of the economic

reactions of the economic system. Economic flow variables

such as physical output and employment were discussed as

apprOpriate measures Of economic development. The review

Of marketing in economic development contained repeated

references to changes in prices and flows between sectors

as factors which must be considered in measuring the con-

sequences of a marketing reform. Existing models, such as
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input-output, can be expressed in unit flow and price

terms thus making features of these models more directly

usable.



CHAPTER V

MARKETING MODELS: MOD ONE

Introduction
 

The first of the two systems models is presented in

this chapter. The model, identified as MOD ONE, presents a.

basic framework and demonstrates the application of the

methodology of systems theory.

For the most part, the presentational format used

in this chapter follows that used in the previous chapter

to describe the methodology. First, a model structure is

defined. The structure of the model defines the components

to be modeled, the pattern of interconnections existing be-

tween the components, and the measurement units to be used

for the systems variables. The modeling structure is a

framework within which a specific model is developed.

Second, component models are developed. The com-

ponent models are built from assumptions made about the

behavior of the component; these assumptions are made with-

in the framework specified.

Third, the systems model is developed. The model

itself is a set of equations which relate certain system

variables, flows and propensity variables, to some set of

70
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variables, the values of which are assumed to be known,

using the parameters defined in the construction of the

component models.

Fourth, the model is made Operational. The values

of parameters are estimated and a computer program written

to assist in the simulations.

Finally, the model is used to simulate the responses

of certain system variables to changes in parameter values.

All of the simulations represent attempts to more clearly

identify the consequences of certain changes occurring with-

in the distribution sector and to determine how improvements

in the model can be made.

Mod One

Structure
 

Three economic sectors are defined in MOD ONE. These

sectors, or "components," are:

l. the production sector (P);

2. the distribution sector (D); and

3. the consumption sector (C).

The component models of these sectors are developed

from models of the subsectors contained within each.

The pattern of interconnection for the three econo-

mic sectors, as defined by connecting lines or "edges," is

described in Figure 5.1. The subsectors are not shown in
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order to keep the figure as clear as possible.
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Model Structure: MOD ONE

Figure 5.1

A convention is used in this and the following chap-

ter to label the connecting edges. An edge, in MOD ONE, is

labeled with a letter Y. Two subscriptod letters are asso-

ciated with each Y; the two letters define sectors or terminal

points.
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The edge Y represents a connection between the

DC

distribution sector (D) and the consumption sector (C).

The arrow on the edge and the order of the two subscripted

letters serve the same basic purpose; they signify a "di-

rection" for the edge. The edge Y signifies a movement
DC

between these two sectors from the distribution sector (D)

to the consumption sector (C).

The letter Y is used in MOD ONE to define a flow in

terms Of dollars. YDC is thus a variable representing a

dollar value of flow moving from the distribution sector to

the consumption sector.

The letters E, I, G, and 0 represent "export," "im-

port, "government," and "other" respectively. The variable

YIP represents the dollar value of imports to the production

sector. Edges which have an I, E, G, or O as subscripted

letters are called terminal edges; they connect components

within the system to points defined as external to the sys-

tem being modeled.

On eight edges, the numbers 1 or 2 appear as sub-

scripts to the first subscripted letter; YP D is one of

1

those edges. The numbers refer to the subsectors or "sub—

components" within a sector.

The sixteen edges identified in Figure 5.1 and the

types of flows they represent will become clear when the

sectors themselves are more clearly defined. The other

system variable, the propensity variable, X, is not shown \
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on the edges. In MOD ONE the prOpensity variable is defined

as a price index. At no place in the deve10pment of the

model is an X variable related to another variable. The

assumption made is that the value of the prOpensity vari-

able for each edge is equal to one.

The production sector has two defined subsectors.

The production units of the economic system being modeled

are viewed as being in one or the other subsector depend-

ing upon their output; those units producing edible commod-

ities are contained in production subsector Pl’ those

producing non-edible goods and producing services are in

P2.

It is, of course, possible to treat the production

sector as a single aggregate unit or as a multi-industrial

unit. In MOD ONE, the "food-nonfood" dicotomy is made to

allow for the tracing of these two types of commodities

throughout the model; one or more than two production sub-

sectors could have been defined. I

The edge labeled YI represents the flow of imports
P

into the production sector. These imports may be thought

of as factors of production used by either or both of the

production subsectors. Unmilled rice, fertilizer, chemi-

cals, and baby chickens are types of items whose value, in

total, would be represented by YIP’

{\Labor, from the consumption sector, used by the

production sector to produce the outputs of that sector
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is measured by the variable Y Labor is used by both
CP'

production subsectors.

The two outputs of the production sector are mea-

sured by the sum of the flow variables on six edges: YP D'

1

Y Y Y Y The first three edges repre-: , Y , , -
PIG PIE P2D PZG PZE

sent the total output of the food producing subsector, the

last three the total output of the nonfood producing

subsector.

The variables Y and Y measure the dollar

PIG PIE

value of food produced and sold to government and for ex-

port, respectively. The variables Y and Y measure
P2G PZE

nonfood goods and services produced and sold to government

and for export. The variables Y and Y measure the
PlD P2D

value of food and nonfood items produced within the pro-

duction sector and sold to the distribution sector.

The variable YPC represents the value of nonwage

income generated by the production sector and distributed

to the consumption sector. It should be noted that the

variable YCP provides wage income. The sum of YCP and YP

represents income generated by the production sector.

C

When the component model of the production sector

is developed, it relates the nine systems variables des-

cribed above. The level of imports, Y the amount of
IP'

labor, and the nonwage income generated, YYCP' PC' are re-

lated to the output of the production sector. The variables
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13' YPlE' YP2G’ and YP2E are assumed to be known values;

they are terminal variables.

YP

An economic entity engaged in distribution, a whole-

saler or retailer for example, may not necessarily be

viewed as part of the distribution sector as defined in

MOD ONE. Note that in Figure 5.1, no connection is made

between the distribution sector and the production sector

in the direction from distribution to production. Certain

wholesalers, in reality, sell to production units. Im-

ports may be purchased by wholesalers and then sold to

production units. Not all entities which are normally

classed as part of the distribution or trade sector are

thus included in the distribution sector of MOD ONE.

The two subsectors of the distribution sector are

defined in order to attach labor requirements and relate

the dollar value of inputs to the distribution sector to

the value of certain of the outputs of the distribution

sector.

Labor required for the distribution Of food and

nonfood items to the consumption sector, Y is a defined
CD'

input to the distribution sector. Imports of food and non-

food items which are to be consumed or used within the con-

sumption sector are first shown as inputs to the distribu-

tion sector, Y Nonwage income, Y generated by the
ID' CD'

distribution sector is shown as an output of the distribution

sector.
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The consumption sector is composed of three subsec-

tors. The subsectors represent a grouping of consumers into

income categories; high, medium, and low. The purpose of

defining three categories of consumers is to consider dif—

ferences in consumption patterns. Income level is taken as

a surrogate for classifying consumers into groups which

differ in average propensities to consume food and nonfood

items.

Eight systems variables are associated with the con-

are terminalsumption sector. Two of these, and Y

YCG oc'

variables and the values of these variables are assumed to

be known. YCG represents the governmental demand for labor

and Y0C represents the net value of income to consumers from

sources other than the production and distribution sectors.

Of the remaining six systems variables associated

with the consumption sector, two relate to the items avail-

and Yable for consumption, and the other four per-Y I
ch D2C

tain to income sources; both wage income, Y and Y
CD cp' and

nonwage income, YDC and YPC'

A relatively simple model structure is defined for

MOD ONE. Three economic sectors are defined and a total of

seven subsectors are identified. The system variables, flow

variables, are defined as scalers; eight systems variables

and eight terminal variables are defined in MOD ONE.

A simple model structure does not imply that the

systems model is "simple" in either a mathematical or
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theoretical sense. A very complex mathematical model could

be develOped using complex behavioral assumptions about the

relationships existing between the defined systems variables.

Component Models
 

Production Models

Figure 5.2 describes the production sector in de-

tail. The figure is referred to as a "component graph."
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Production Component: MOD ONE

Figure 5.2

The identified edges within the sector are labeled

with the letter Y and a numeric subscript. The component

model is expressed in terms of the systems variables des-

cribed in Figure 5.1; the variables defined in the
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component graphs are used in intermediate steps to develOp

the component model.

The component model of the production sector must

relate the variables in the set [YCP’ Y YIYI IY I

IP PC P10 PIE

Y Y The model developed relates theI I Y I Y ]0

FIG PZD PZG PZE

systems variables in the set [YCP' Y PC] to the systems
IP' Y

variables in the set [Y , Y , Y , Y , Y , Y ].
PlD PIG PIE P2D PZG PZE

Edges l and 7, or variables Y1 and Y7, represent

the dollar value of labor going to production subsectors

P1 and P2 respectively. Variables Y2 and Y8 represent im-

ports, measured in dollar value, used by the food and non-

food production subsectors as factors of production.

Variables Y3 and Y9 represent, respectively, the dollar

volume Of the output of the nonfood producing subsector

used by the food producing subsector and the dollar volume

of the output of the food producing subsector used by the

nonfood producing subsector.

Variables Y1, Y2 and Y3, and variables Y7, Y8, and

Y9 represent inputs to the defined subsectors. The vari—

ables may be viewed as representing factors of production.

Variables Y5 and Y11 represent the total dollar value of

the outputs of the two subsectors.

The total output of the food producing subsector,

9 6' The value of the variable Y6 is

equal to the dollar value of food items leaving the produc-

YS’ equals Y plus Y

tion sector; the amount exported, YP E' the amount purchased

1
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by government, Y and the amount purchased by the de-I
PlG

fined distribution sector, Y The total output of the
PID

nonfood production subsector, Yll' equals the sum of Y3 and

Y12, where le equals the sum of YPZE' YPZG’ and YPZD'

Variables Y4 and Y10 represent the dollar value of

nonwage income generated by the two subsectors.

TO build the component model, assumptions are made

concerning the relationships existing between the internal

variables. Two basic assumptions are used to build the

component model of the production sector.

First, it is assumed that the dollar value of the

inputs to a subsector are related in fixed prOportion to

the dollar value of the total output of that subsector..

For the food producing subsector, the equation stating

this assumption is:

'— -1 I— —

Y1 a

Y2 = a2 Y5 . (5.1)

_Y3 I 33.    

The parameters a1, a a2, 3, represent the fixed

prOportions relating Y1, Y2, and Y3 to Y5. Labor, imports,

and nonfood items, used by the food producing sector, are

assumed to be related to the output of the food producing

sector as described in equation 5.1.

Second, it is assumed that the nonwage income gen-

erated by the food producing subsector, Y4, is equal to
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some percentage, b4, of the total dollar value of the out-

put, YS' This assumption is stated mathematically as:

Y = b Y . (5.2)

Equations 5.1 and 5.2 relate the inputs to the food

producing subsector to the total output of that sector.

The same assumptions used above, applied to the non—

food producing subsector would yield:

    

Y7 37

Y a

8 = 8 Y . (5.3)
Y a 11

9 ’9

Y10 b10

As stated, the total outputs of the two subsectors are:

Y=Y+Y , (5.4)

and

Y =Y+Y11 3 (5.5)

All of the variables in the above equations, with the ex-

ceptions of Y3, Y9, Y5 and Y11’ are directly relatable to

systems variables. The variable Y6, for example, equals

the sum of YPlD’ YPlG’ and YPIE' By eliminating the vari—

ables not directly relatable to a systems variable, Y3, Y9,

Y5, and Y11' all Of the systems variables associated with

the production sector can be related.
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From equations 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, the following

equation can be constructed:

   

Yl al 0

Y7 0 a7

Y a 0 Y .

2 = 2 5 . (5.6)

Y8 0 as Y11

Y4 b4 0

Y10 O bld

L _J _— 
Substituting angl for Y9, from equation 5.3, into

equation 5.4, and substituting a3YS for Y3,

5.1, into equation 5.5, and rearranging, yields:

from equation

6 9 5
= ' (5.7)

Y12 'a3 1 Yll

or

-1
Y 1 -a

5 = 9 6 O (5.8)

Yll '33 1 Y12

= "—:"_ o (5.9)

l a3a9 a 1 Y

Combining equations 5.6 and 5.9 yields:



    

_le 21 ala;

Y7 a3a7 a7

Y2 - 1 a2 aza9 Y6 . (5.10)

Y8 - ' a339 a338 a8 Y12

Y4 b4 b439

.319 :3b10 b10_

The variables Y3, Y9, Y5 and Y11 have been eliminated;

there remains only the task of relating the variables in

equation 5.10 to systems variables to complete the compo-

nent model.

The vector in equation 5.10 containing variables

Y6 and Y12 can be expressed as:

     

_1 .... .... — «.... _—

Y6 YPlD YPlG YPIE

= + + . (5.11)

Y12 YPZD :5sz 4 YPZE

. __ _. L. _ 

Entries in the other vector in equation 5.10 can

also be expressed in terms of system variables. The labor

flow from consumption to production, YCP’ equals the sum

of Y1 and Y7 or,

YCP = [1 1] . (5.12)
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Similarly,

Y2
YIP = [l l] . (5.13)

Y

8

and

Y4
YPC = [l l] . (5.14)

Y

10

The link between the systems variable YCP and the

six systems variables in equation 5.11 is through equation

5.10. Combining equations 5.12, part of 5.10, and 5.11

      

 

yields:

Iy‘ 327 FY—
PID PIG PIE

Y = P + P + P

CP Y Y Y

P D P G P E

__ 2_ __ 2J 2

where, . (5.15)

P = a1 + a3a7 a7 + ala9

l - a3a l - a3a

In a similar manner, the following equations can be derived:

     

—— 4r—- —- ‘I_ —

Ypln Yplc YPlE

YIP - o + Q + Q

YP D Y Y
p G p E

where, ‘ “ (5.16)

32 + a3a8 a8 + a2a9
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and,

YRD Yplc YPlE

Y = R + R + R

PC Y Y Y
~ pzn ch PZE

where (5.17)

R _ b4 + b10a34b10 + b4&9
 

l - a3a9 l — a3a9

Equations 5.15, 5.16, 5.17 constitute a component

model of the production sector. The variables in the set

[YCP' YIP' YPC] are related to the variables in the set

[Y E] using the parametersI Y I Y r Y , Y , Y
PlD P2D PIG P2G PlE P2

in the set [al, a2, a3, a7, a8, a9, b4, blo]. The variables

and Y are terminal variables and theirY , Y , Y ,
PIG PZG PlE PZE

values are assumed to be known.

Distribution Sector

Figure 5.3 describes the distribution sector in de-

tail. The convention used to label the internal edges of

the distribution sector is the same as described above for

the production sector.

The component model of the distribution sector must

relate the variables in the set [YID' YPlD' YPZD' YDC' YCD’

YD C’ YD C]. The component model developed relates the vari-

l 2

ables in the set [YID’ YPlD' YPZD' YCD' YDC] to the variables

YD C and YD C'

1 2
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Figure 5.3

Variables Y13 and Y18 represent the dollar value of

labor used in the distribution of food and nonfood items

respectively. Variables Y15 and Y20 represent imports,

measured in dollar value, which are food or nonfood consump-

tion items distributed by the two distribution subsectors.

and YVariables Y 19 are food and nonfood consumption items
14

distributed by the two subsectors and produced by the pro-

duction sectors. Variables Y16 and Y21 represent, respec-

tively, the dollar value of nonwage income generated by the

distribution subsectors.

Variable Yl7 represents the dollar value output of

food items; variables Y14 and Y15 represent the dollar
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values of food items entering the food distribution subsec-

tor from internal (production) and external (import) sources

respectively. Variables Y and Y20 represent, respectively,
19

nonfood items produced from within the system and imported to

the system into the nonfood distribution subsector. No food

items are distributed via the nonfood distribution subsector

nor are nonfood items distributed via the food distribution

subsector.

The component model of the distribution sector is

developed from assumptions analogous to those used to develop

the component model of the production sector. The model is

actually simpler in a mathematical sense because part of the

output of one subsector is not used as an input to the other

subsector.

Assume that the dollar values of the inputs to the

food distribution subsector, Y13, Y14, and Y15 are related

to the dollar value of the total output of that subsector,

Y17, in fixed proportion. Assume also that the nonwage in-

come generated by the operation of the food distribution

subsector is equal to a percentage, b of the total dollar
16'

output. These two assumptions yield:

_Yl; 31;

Y14 = a14 Y17 . (5.18)

Y15 a15

316“ _b16_    
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The same two assumptions applied to the nonfood dis-

tribution subsector, yields the relationship:

 

r- '1 7 fl

Y18 a18

Y a

19 = 19 Y . (5.19)
Y 22

20 a20

_Y21_ 321.   
All of the variables in equations 5.18 and 5.19 are

directly expressed in terms of systems variables associated

with the distribution sector. For example, variables Y17

and Y22 equal, respectively, Ych and YDZC' Variables Y18

and Y13, sum to equal the variable YCD'

It is clear from the component graph in Figure 5.3

that:

Y

YCD = [1 1] 13 , (5.20)

Y
18

Y

YID = [1 1] 15 , (5.21)

Y
20

and

Y

Y = [1 1] 16 . (5.22)
DC Y

21

Combining equations 5.18 through 5.22 yields the

following four equations which constitute the component

model for the distribution sector. The substitutions re-

quired to develOp these equations are basic and no proof

is offered.
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Ych

YCD = [a13 a18] (5.23)

YD c

2—

"" W
Ych

YID - [a15 aZO] (5.24)

YD c

L. 2..

Ych

Y

D C

u 2..

YplcT a14 0 YDIC

=
(5.26)

Y 0 a Y

P C 19 D C      

The component model relates the system variables in

the set [YCD' YID' YDC' YPlD' YPZD] to the system variables

Ych and Ych u51ng the parameters in the set [a13, a18, alS'

a20' b16’ b21, a14, a191' No known terminal variable is

used in the construction of the model; the terminal variable

YID is related to both Ych and YDZC; yet it is not assumed

to have a known value.

Consumption Sector

Figure 5.4 is the component graph of the consumption

sector. Three subsectors are shown in this sector.

The component model of the consumption sector re-

lates the systems variables in the set [YD C' YD C' YCP' YCD'

l 2

Y P The terminal variables Y the dollar
CG' ch' DC' Yoc]° CG’
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amount of labor used by the government, and Y the dollar
OC'

value of nonwage income earned from sources other than de-

fined in the model, are assumed to have known values.

Variables Y25, Y28’ Y31 represent the total dollar

income to the consumption subsectors C1, C2, and C3 respec-

24' Y25 27' and Y29 and

represent the dollar value of food and nonfood consump-

tively. Variables Y23 and Y and Y

Y3o

tion expenditures by the subsectors, C1’ C2 and C3,

  

   

 

respectively.

Y Y
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Consumption Component: MOD ONE

Figure 5.4

25, Y28’ and Y31 define total dollar

value of income going to the three consumption subsectors.

The variables Y

Total income to the consumption sectors equals income from
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wage [YCP' YCD’ YCG] and nonwage sources [YPC’ YDC’ YOC].

Income to a consumption subsector is, obviously, only a

part of total income.

Let I equal the total income received by the con-

sumption sector. Total income is expressible as:

I = Y + Y + Y + Y + Y + Y
CP CD CG PC DC (5'27)OC '

Assume that the income received by a subsector, i,

is defined as some percentage, di’ of total income. For

consumer subsector C1, the income received, Y25, equals dl

times I, or,

Y25 = dlI . (5.28)

For all three subsectors, the following equation

describes their income:

 

Y25 d1

Y d

(.31. (.3-   

The percentage of total income to the consumption

sector received by each subsector is defined in equation

5.29. How a consumption subsector disposes of this income,

in terms of the purchase of food and nonfood items, remains

to be stated.

At this point it is necessary to define the distin-

guishing characteristic between the three subsectors. In-

come level, defined as "high," "medium," and "low," is the
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characteristic used to distinguish between the subsectors.

Income level is used as a surrogate to distinguish between

consumers of differing average propensities to purchase food

and nonfood items.

Consider consumption subsector C1’ the high income

subsector. This subsector has d I or Y dollars worth of

l 25

income. The income to the subsector is, of course, stated

in terms relative to the total income, I, received by the

consumption sector. Variables Y23 and Y24 represent, re-

spectively, the dollar expenditures of the high income sub-

sector on food and nonfood items.

Assume that subsector Cl will spend f1

of its income on food and n1 percentage of its income on

percentage

nonfood. The parameters f1 and n1 are not required to sum

to less than, equal to, or greater than 1; the subsector is

not required to save, spend all of its income on food and

nonfood items, or spend more than its income on food and

nonfood items.

Equations 5.30, 5.31, and 5.32 represent the above

assumptions for subsectors C1' C2, and C3 respectively;

Y f

23 = 1 dlI , (5.30)

Y24 n1

Y f

25 = 2 dZI , (5.31)

Y27 n2
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and

= d I . (5.32)

The total dollar value of food items purchased by

the consumption sector is equal to the systems variable

Y The variable Y is equal to the sum of Y23, Y26’
DlC 01C

and Y29; the sum of the dollar value of food items purchased

by the three consumption subsectors. Stated in equational

form,

-I

23

Y (5.33)

'Y

[1 1 1] Y26 .

Y

  L.29

The total dollar value of nonfood items purchased

by the consumption sector is YD C' and

2

24

[1 l l] Y27 . (5.34)

"Y

K
: I

D C ”

  LY30

Combining equations 5.33 and 5.34 with equations

5.30, 5.31, 5.32 yields the following equations:

I
-
< I

(fld + f d + f1 2 2 3d3)I , (5.35)

and

Y = (nldl + n2d2 + n3d3)I . (5.36)
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The variable I in equations 5.35 and 5.36 is simply

a "shorthand" notation for the sum of six systems variables

Y Without actually substitut-
[ch' CD’ ch' YDc' ch' Yoc]'

ing equation 5.27 into both equation 5.35 and 5.36, equations

5.35 and 5.36 are taken as the component model of the con-

sumption sector.

In the component model of the consumption sector,

the systems variables Y and Y are related to systems
D1C DZC

variables in the set [YCP' YCD' YPC' YDC’ YCG' YOC] u31ng

the parameters in the set [d1, f d f f
1' n1' 2' ”2' 2' d3' 3'

n3], The variables YCG and Y0C are terminal variables and

their values are assumed to be known.

Systems Model
 

The "systems graph" for MOD ONE is shown in Figure

5.5. The "edges" are shown as solid lines or broken lines;

the broken lines indicate a terminal variable is associated

with the edge. The broken lines connect a component with

something external to the system. The system variables

associated with the solid lines have been defined previously.

There are sixteen edges shown in Figure 5.5; there

are sixteen flow variables defined. Of the sixteen flow

variables, eight are referred to as systems variables: YP D’

1

Y Y

PZD’ Ych' Ych' ch' YDc' CP' YCD'

are called terminal variables. Of the eight terminal vari-

The remaining eight

ables, all but Y are assumed to have known values.
IP

and YID
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Yep m

   
   

 

 
Systems Graph: MOD ONE

Figurep5.5

It is possible to develOp equations which describe

a relationship between any systems variable and some set of

variables, the values of which are assumed to be known.

Based upon the component models developed in the previous

section the relationships existing between the eight systems
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variables and the known terminal variables can be determined;

the develOped relationship defines the systems model.

The first relationship is established for YD C and

1

YD C; the other systems variables are expressed as functions

2

of these two variables.

Combining equations 5.35 and 5.36 with the equation

5.27 yields:

Y
D c Y Y Y

1 = E[1 1] CP + E[1 1] CD + E[l 1] CG (5.37)

Ych YPC YDC YOC

where

e1,1

E = e I

2,1

and

e = f d + f d + f d ,

e2,l = nld1 + n2d2 + an3 .

The vector containing YCP and YPC in equation 5.37

is expressed in the following form by combining equations

5.15 and 5.17:

    

,§ _.

__ _ PlE

YCP YP1D 1 o 1 o YPzE
= s + S 0 1 0 1 (5.38)

Y Y Y
PC P20 PlG

L _ L. ._

Y
P28—  
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where S is a 2 x 2 matrix with entries;

 

 

 

 

s = a1 + a3a7

1'1 ‘1 - 6.339 I

S = a7 + ala

1,2 'I’- a3a9 '

S = b4 + b10a3

2,1 l - a3a9 '

and

S = b10 + b4a9

2,2 I - a3a9 ’

The vector containing YP D and Y in equation 5.38
1 PZD

is expressed in terms of YD C and YD C; equation 5.26. An

1 2

equation equal in content to equation 5.26 is repeated below:

YPlD Ynlc

= T (5.26)

Y Y
PD DC

L. 2.. L. 2.(

where T is a 2 x 2 matrix with entries;

    

t = al4 ,

r
,
-

II

and

t2,2 = a19 °

The vector containing the variables YCD and YDC in

equation 5.37 is expressed in the following form by combin-

ing equations 5.23 and 5.25:

)— —

    

YCD YDlC

= V (5.39)

Y Y

L DC_ ..LD2C_
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where V is a 2 x 2 matrix with entries;

V1,1 = a13 '

v1,2 = a18 '

V2,1 = b16 '

and

v2,2 = b21 '

Substituting equation 5.26 into 5.38, and then sub-

stituting the result and equation 5.39 into equation 5.37,

and rearranging terms, yields:

    

  

r _

YPlE

YPZE

__ 1. _

(_ch Ynlc Yplc

‘ = W + x (5.40)

_YD2C_( :02C_ YPZG

YCG

:00 _

where W is a 2 x 2 matrix with entries;

+ v2,1 + t1,1(51,1 + 32.1)] '

2
2 ll

1,1 e1["1,1

+ n2,2 + t2,2(51,2 + 52,2)1 '

2
2 ll

1,2 e1[n1,2

+n + +(ss II

2,1 e2[n1,1 2,1 t1,1 1,1 52,1’] '

and

+

e2[n1,2 + n2,2 t2,2(51,2 + 32.2)] '
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and x is a 2 x 6 matrix with entries;

  

  

x1,1 = x1,3 = e1(51,1 + 52,1) '

X1,2 = x1,4 = e1"51,2 + 52,2) '

X2,1 = x2,3 = e2‘51,1 + 32,1) '

X2,2 = x2,4 = e2‘51,2 + 52,2) '

x1,5 = x1,6 = e1 '

and

x2,5 ' x2,6 " 92 '

Or,

§ _

DIE

Y

_ DZE

Ych —1 Yplc

= [U - W] X . (5.41)

Y Y

L-D2C_ PZG

YCG

Y

LOC—

Equation 5.41 uses the defined parameters to relate

the variables YD C and YD C to the six defined terminal

1 2

variables reported on the right side of the equation. Equa-

tion 5.41 summarizes all the previous assumptions and equa-

tions as they relate to determining the numeric values of

Y and Y .
D1C DZC
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The six remaining systems variables are expressed

first as functions of the variables Y and Y and then
DlC D2C

as functions of parameters and known terminal variables.

The variables YP D and YP D’ for example, are re-

1 2

lated to YD C and YD C in equation 5.26. Combining equa-

l 2

tions 5.26 and 5.41 yields:

  

  

PIE

Y
PZE

YPlD -1 YPlG

Y Y
P20 PZG

)— _

YCG

3°C-

Substituting equation 5.41 into equation 5.39 will

provide a relationship between YCD and YDC and known termi-

nal variables. Substituting equation 5.41 into equation

5.38 will relate the variables YCP and YPC to known termi-

nal variables. The equations which result from the above

substitutions are, respectively:

V[U - w1’ x 1

DC PZG

, (5.43
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and

Y .1

PIE

Y
PZE PlE

YCP -1 YP1G 1 o 1 o YPzE
= ST[U - W] x -+ . (5.44)

Y Y o 1 o 1 Y

. PC P28 PlG

ch YP26

— a..—J

Yoc _.

Equations 5.41, 5.42, 5.43, and 5.44 are the equa-

tions developed for MOD ONE. Each equation relates systems

variables to known terminal variables using the parameters

defined in the development of the component models.

Operationalization

The values.of the parameters and terminal variables

of MOD ONE are estimated from data concerning the economic

situation in Puerto Rico in 1963. The year 1963 is chosen

as the most recent census year; both the Census of Business

and the Census of Manufacturers are available. Census in-

formation, coupled with other data, provides the basis for

estimating the values of the parameters and terminal vari-

ables in MOD ONE.

Two basic reasons underly the effort to use "hard"

data for parameter valuation. First, by estimating para-

meter and terminal variable values within a real data
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framework, consistency between the values derived for the

parameters and terminal variables is possible; to simply

assume some set of values would not provide this consis—

tency. Second, parameter estimation is an important aspect

of the total modeling effort; it is necessary to determine

the practical problems of data collection for the class of

models being develOped.

It is difficult to estimate the accuracy of the

parameter and terminal variable values determined for MOD

ONE. The accuracy most certainly varies between parameters.

Certain of the parameters and terminal variables are rather

easily determined, others are estimated from more than one

data source.

The method used to determine parameter and terminal

variable values for MOD ONE is simple to describe. It in-

volves first drawing a rather large diagram showing all of

the component graphs of MOD ONE. Dollar values for each

edge in the graphs, and thus each flow variable defined in

MOD ONE are determined. Given a value for each flow vari-

able, it is a simple task to obtain values for each

parameter.

Each parameter in MOD ONE is obtained as a ratio of

two defined flow variables; for example, the parameter al3,

associated with the distribution sector, is equal to the

ratio of Y to Y
13 17' 0"



= -—— . (5.36)

Once the values for Y13 and Y17 are estimated, it is a

simple task to compute al3.

Figure 5.6 records the values estimated for each

system flow variable defined in MOD ONE. The values, in

millions of 1963 dollars, are estimated from five basic

data sources; "1963 Census of Business,"1 "1963 Census of

2 3
Manufactures," "Ingress Y Producto--l964,"

Gastos de Familias, Puerto Rico, 1963,"4 and "1963 External

5

"Ingresos Y

Trade Statistics." The values shown for six of the system

flow variables (Y Y YOC) are the
P E' YP E' YP G' YP G’ CG’
1 2 1 2

terminal variable values.

Figures 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9 record the values of the

variables described in the component graphs of the produc-

tion, distribution, and consumption sectors respectively.

The parameter values, all of which are unitless,

shown in Table 5.1 are derived from the values shown in

the three previous figures; the actual ratios used can be

determined by reviewing the equations used to develop the

component models.

The data sources used to develop parameter esti-

mates reported information in terms not always consistent

with that sought nor with each other. Since only one value

can be used for a defined variable, it is necessary to bal-

ance estimates to arrive at a compromise estimate of the

variables of the model.
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Figure 5.6
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Figure 5.8
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Estimated Variable Values: MOD ONE, Consumption Sector

(Dollars in Millions)

Figure 5.9
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Table 5.l--Parameter Values: MOD ONE.

 

 

Production Sector

a1 = 0.421 a3 = 0.053 b = 0.112

a7 = 0.421 a9 = 0.103 b10 = 0.113

Distribution Sector

a13 = 0.111 al4 = 0.375 b16 = 0.074

al8 = 0.111 a19 = 0.358 b21 = 0.074

Consumption Sector

d1 = 0.30 fl = 0.40 n1 = 0.40

d2 = 0.40 f2 = 0.30 n2 = 0.45

d3 = 0.30 f3 = 0.20 n3 = 0.50

 

Some of the values for the defined flow variables

may be estimated in a fairly direct manner. The value of

imports into Puerto Rico in 1963 are reported as $1,195.7

million: $671.1 million are classed as raw materials, in-

termediate goods, and capital goods, and $488.6 million as

consumer goods.6 Assuming that raw materials, intermediate

goods, and capital goods are used by the production sector,

the values of Y and YI are approximated as $670.0 and
IP D

$490.0 million respectively.

Of the $488.6 million in consumer goods imports,

$201.1 million are classed as food, and the balance, $287.5

million, as nonfood.7 Nonfood items included autos ($43.3),

electrical appliances ($35.4), other consumer durables

($35.6), alcohol and tobacco ($19.0), and other consumer

nondurables ($154.2). The values of Y15' food imports to

distribution, and Y20, nonfood imports to diskribution are
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approximated as $200.0 million and $290.0 million

respectively.8

Splitting $670.0 million worth of imports between

the two production subsectors presents a more difficult

task since the destination of imports are not reported.

The definition used for the food production sub-

sector is such that it would include what is normally

thought of as the agricultural sector and a portion of the

"food and kindred products" classification of the manufac-

turing sector (S.I.C. code 20). The manufacturing concerns

included within the food production subsector are meat

processing plants (S.I.C. 201), dairies (S.I.C. 202), can-

ning plants (S.I.C. 203), grain mills (S.I.C. 204), bakery

plants (S.I.C. 205), candy plants (S.I.C. 207), and miscel-

laneous foods and kindred products (S.I.C. 209). Excluded

from the food production subsector, yet contained within

the food and kindred products classification of the manu-

facturing sector are sugar refining and alcoholic beverage

plants; this exclusion is made to match the commodity

classifications used in both the distribution and consump-

tion sectors of the model.

By scanning the import data, an approximate value

of $70.0 million is assigned to the food production sub-

sector.9 Included in this estimate are the import values

of such items as unmilled rice ($26.9), fodders and feeds

($6.8), agricultural machinery ($1.7), and fertilizers
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($2.4). The values of Y2 and Y8 are approximated as $70.0

million and $600.0 million respectively.

Determining the values for the parameters associated

with the consumption sector involves the use of many sources

of data. The first estimates of parameter values for the

consumption sector are derived from data on consumption and

income patterns obtained in a 2,648 household survey con-

ducted by the Department of Labor of Puerto Rico; the data

was collected in 1964 and covered income and expenditure

information for all of 1963.10

Reported data is regrouped into income classifica-

tions of high ($7,500 and over per year), medium ($3,000 to

$7,499), and low (less than $3,000) income per family.11

Income distribution percentages are obtained by summing the

reported incomes (average family income times the number of

families) within the three income ranges and dividing by the

total income (average family income for all families times the

total number of families). Income distributions (d1, d2,

and d3) for the high, medium, and low income categories are

‘computed as 28.7%, 39.9%, and 31.4% respectively.

For determining the percentages of total income by

income group spent on food and on nonfood, the reported ex-

penditure data by income group is used.12 The value of

total food expenditures for each income group is determined

and that value divided by the total income computed for the

income group. The percentages of income spent on food
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(f1, f2, and £3) for the three income groups are computed

as 21.0%, 31.1%, and 43% for the high, medium, and low in-

come groups respectively.

The percentage of income spent on nonfood by income

group is obtained by first summing expenditures on selected

nonfood items for each income group and then dividing by

the total income for the income group. Nonfood expenditures

included expenditures on items defined in the study as cloth-

ing, housefurnishings, transportation, alcoholic beverages

and tobacco, personal care, and recreation. The percentages

of income spent on nonfood items (n1, n2, and n3) for the

high, medium, and low income groups are computed as 43.2%,

42.3%, and 36.1% respectively.

To arrive at the values for the consumption sector

parameters actually used in MOD ONE requires introducing

values determined for Y and I; Y is the valueI Y r
D1C DZC ch

of food consumer, is the value of nonfood items con-Y
DZC

sumed, and I is total income.

For a given value of I, the values of the nine

parameters for the consumption sector dictate what the

values of Y and Y will be; equation 5.36 is a mathe-
D1C DZC

matical statement of this relationship. It is important

to note that a change in the value of any of the three in-

come distribution parameters or the six percentage expendi-

ture parameters alters the relationship between YD C and

1

and YD C and total income, I. Shifting a higher percentage

2
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of income to the lower income group will, for example, in-

crease food consumption as a percentage of total income

since the lower income group expends a relatively higher

percentage of its income on food. Determining the values

for Y Y and total income, and the nine consumptionI
ch DZC

sector parameters must thus be done simultaneously to ar-

rive at the desired balance.

Three data sources are used to obtain estimates of

income and food and nonfood consumption levels. The sur-

vey data described above on income and expenditure provides

one source, the Census of Business and the Census of Manu-

facturers combines to provide a second, and Ingreso Y Pro-

ducto a third source.

In Ingreso Y Producto, food consumption expenditures

are reported as $498.7 million for 1963. Nonfood expendi-

tures, including expenditures on alcoholic beverages and

tobacco, clothing and accessories, personal care, household

operations, transportation, and recreation, equaled $1,018.4

million.13 Ingreso Y Producto reported income as $1,927.0

million.l4

Using the income distribution and consumption ex-

penditures parameters obtained from the survey data and the

value of $1,927.0, values of $619.0 and $782.6 million re-

spectively for food and nonfood consumption, Y and Y ,
D1C D2C

are Obtained.
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The census information from businesses and manufac-

turers can also be used to obtain approximate values of

Y and Y .

D1C D2C

drinking places to the general public are reported as $391.1

Retail sales of food stores and eating and

million.15 Withdrawals by the owners of these establish-

16 Wholesalers in thements are reported as $15.7 million.

groceries and related products trade reported selling $11.9

million to the general public and withdrawing $0.2 million

17'18 The manufacturers in the food andfor personal use.

kindred products classification, defined previously as part

of the food production subsector, reported to have sold

$32.2 million directly to consumers.19 By summing, a value

of sales equal to $451.1 million is obtained. Although some

nonfood sales are included, the estimate of $451.1 million

is used to approximate food sales; it does not include the

value of sales of agricultural products not sold through

those firms reporting in either census.

By subtracting the above estimate of $451.1 for

YD C from the total reported sales and withdrawals for

l

manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers of $1,24l.5 mil-

lion, an estimate of $790.4 million for YD C of nonfood

2

items reported as sales to consumers is obtained.20

Estimates arrived at from the Department of Labor

survey are $1,508.8 million for income, $494.9 for food

expenditures, and $611.1 for expenditures on the selected

nonfood items.21
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Each of the above sources provide different values

for Y and I. It is necessary to obtain a workableI Y I
DlC DZC

balance between these figures and the values for the nine

parameters as obtained from the survey material. The values

of YD C and YD C actually used are $540.0 million and $810.0

1 1

million respectively with a value of $1,800.0 million for

income. The percentages of income spent on food and upon

the specified nonfood items are thus 30% and 45% respective-

ly; the income distribution values and the percentage ex-

penditure values by income groups as reported in Table 5.1

combine to yield these two percentages.

The values for the terminal variables YCG and Y0C

are Obtained from information in Ingreso Y Producto. The

government is reported to have compensated employees $244.5

million;22 the value for YCG is estimated as $200.0 million.

The value of other income sources is computed as $445.1

million;23 this would include wage income from households

and nonprofit institutions ($45.3 million), wage income

from the "rest of world" ($114.0 million), transfer payments

($260.8 million), rent income ($101.4 million), minus con-

tributions to social insurance ($48.3 million). The value

for Y0C is estimated as $400.0 million.

The Census of Business reports an annual payroll of

24
$150.5 million for wholesale and retail firms. This

value is taken as an approximation of Y The total wage
CD'

bill is split in direct prOportion to the estimated throughput
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($540.0 and $810.0 million) of the two distribution subsec-

tors and the values for Y13 and Y18 computed.

The Census of Manufacturers reports sales to whole-

salers and retailers of $287.2 million;25 this value excludes

sales to wholesalers and retailers of the previously defined

food and kindred product group classified within the food

production subsector. The value of Y and thus Y
PZD' 19' 13

estimated as $290.0 million.

The food and kindred product subgroup from the Cen-

sus of Manufacturers defined within the food production

subsector reported sales to wholesalers and retailers of

approximately $126.1 million.26 An approximate value of

$100.0 million represents agricultural value to distribu-

tion. The $100.0 million estimate is derived by subtracting

an estimated $135.0 million and $48.0 million from a $293.0

million estimate of agricultural output valuation;27 the

$125.0 million is for sugar cane, tobacco, and coffee which

is assumed to move to the nonfood production sector and the

$48.0 million is for the reported value of agricultural ex-

ports excluding sugar, molasses, alcohol, and malt bever-

ages.28'29 The sum of $126.1 and $100.0 is used to obtain

an estimated value of $225.0 million for YP D and thus Yl4°

1

The values for Y and Y21 are most difficult to

16

estimate. Ingreso Y Producto reports $326.4 million in in-

come generated by unincorporated business profit, part-

nerships, and dividends;30 no indication of source is given.
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On an arbitrary basis, $200.0 is estimated as generated

from within the production sector and $100.0 from within

the distribution sector.

The $100.0 million valuation for Y is split be-
DC

tween the food and nonfood distribution subsectors on a

proportional basis to total sales; Y and Y . The
BIG DZC

are estimated as $40.0 and $60.0values for Y and Y
16 21

million respectively.

Four of the six terminal variables of MOD ONE are

associated With the production sector; YplE, YPlG' YPZE'

PZG. The estimated values for YPlG and YPZG’ $15.0

million and $90.0 million, are obtained from the reported

and Y

sales to the government and "other" in both the Census of

Business and the Census Manufactures. Reported sales of

$8.3 million and $7.4 million to the government are ob-

tained from these two sources for food; $64.5 million and

$32.3 million are reported for nonfood sales.31'32

The estimated value of food exports, YP E' is

l

$100.0 million; this value is estimated from a reported

export value of $48.3 million for certain agricultural

products and $54.5 million in reported value of exports

from the food industries in the Census of Manufacturers.33’34

The estimated value of nonfood exports, Y is $900.0
PE'

2

million; this value is estimated from $168.8 million re-

ported value of exported sugar and alcoholic beverages and
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$742.2 million which is reported as export from manufacturers

in the Census of Manufacturers.35'36

By definition, the value for Y6 is the sum of YP D'

l

YPlG' and YPlE and the value of Y12 is the sum of YPZD' YPZG’

and YP E‘ The values for Y6 and Y12 are thus $340.0 and

2

$1280.0 million respectively.

The value for Y5, $475.0 million, is the sum of Y6

and Y9. Considering only the value of the principle crops

of sugar cane, tobacco, and coffee, Y is estimated as

37

9

$135.0 million. The value for Yll’ $1,305 million, is

12 and Y3. The value Y3,

proximated from the product of the ratio of purchases of

the sum of Y $25.0 million, is ap-

the agricultural sector from all other sectors to the total

sales of the agricultural sector as reported in the 1963

38
5.

Total wages reported by the productive sectors of

Input-Output Table and the value of Y

the economy, excluding that generated by the trade or dis-

tribution sector, is reported in Ingreso Y Producto as

$799.0 million.39 Summing the value of wages as reported

in the Census of Manufacturers, wages reported by service

industries within the Census of Business, and the reported

wages of the agricultural, construction and mining, trans-

portation, and financial sectors as reported in Ingreso Y

40,41,42
Producto yields $619.1 million. The value of

$750.0 million is used for YCP' Split in direct proportion

to the total output of the food production subsector and
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the nonfood production subsector yields approximate values

of $200.0 and $550.0 million for Y1 and Y2 respectively.

In a written description of the approach used to

arrive at values for the flow variables of MOD ONE it is

most important to stress the fact that no single source

nor any rigid sequence of steps is used to arrive at an

estimated value for a variable. Values are sought from

source documents, rounded, altered, and balanced against

each other to arrive at a relatively consistent and balanced

set of values for the flow variables. With better data,

better estimates of the defined variables can be made and

more accurate parameters computed. The values estimated

above are thought to be accurate enough for the purpose of

testing the model and for providing values which are con-

sistent with each other even if any single value is in

error in absolute terms.

A computer program is written to solve for the

values of Ych and Ych as a function of the values of the

terminal variables and parameters as expressed in equation.

.5.40. With the computer program and the set of reference

values for the terminal variables and parameters the model

is considered Operational.
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Testing

To test the responses of MOD ONE, the value of a

parameter associated with the distribution sector is altered

and the effect of this alteration traced in terms of the

changes in the values of the variables Y and Y .
DlC D2C

The object of this analysis is to record the model's

reactions, in terms of changes in the level of consumption

of food, YD C' and nonfood, Y C' when a change is made in

1 D2

the value of a14. The parameter a defines the dollar
14

value of food required from the production sector for each

dollar of food which moves into the consumption sector from

the distribution sector. For this test it is not necessary

to conceive of some marketing related problem being studied

with the alteration of the value of a14; the test is de-

signed simply for demonstration.

Graph 5.1 shows the percentage increases and de-

creases from the reference values of both Y and Y as

D1C D2C

they relate to different percentage changes in the value of

a14. The reference value of a14, 0.417, is increased by

20% in increments of 10% and decreased by 20% in increments

of 10%; all other parameters and the terminal variables are

held equal to their reference values.

In Graph 5.1, a line is drawn to connect the values

recorded for the percentage changes in Y .and Y . Table
D1C D2C

5.2 record th b 1 1s e a so ute va ues for YDIC' YDZC' and al4.
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Graph 5.1 Sensitivity Analysis: al4, MOD ONE

Table 5.2--Sensitivity Analysis: 314’ MOD ONE

YD c1 551.2 545.5 540.0 534.6 529.3

1

YD c1 826.8 818.3 810.0 801.9 793.9

2

a142 0.500 0.458 0.417 0.375 0.333

 

1Millions of dollars (1963).

2Unitless
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The line in Graph 5.1 has a positive slope; the

greater the slope of the line, the more "sensitive" or re-

sponsive the variable is to the parameter whose value is

being varied. A perfectly horizontal line would indicate

that the variable is uneffected by changes in the value of

the parameter.

As noted, the line labeled Y and Y in Graph
DlC D2C

5.1 has a positive slope. As the value of a14 is increased,

increasing the dollar value input of food from production

required per dollar of output of food, the level of con-

sumption of both food and nonfood items increases; in MOD

ONE the percentage increases are identical.

It is important to understand why MOD ONE responds

as indicated in Graph 5.1. Explaining the reaction of MOD

ONE to a change in the value of a is most easily accom-
14

plished if the fact that the model is a set of simultaneous

equations is ignored. To understand the reaction, conceive

of some initial set of values for the parameters, terminal

variables, and systems variables of MOD ONE and then con-

sider the reaction to a change in the value of one parameter.

Consider the case where the value of the parameter

a14 is reduced. For the original value recorded for YD C'

l

P D'
a lower value for a14 would require a lower value for Y

1

This means that if the ratio between the dollar value of

£005 consumed, YD C' and the dollar value required from

1

P D’ is reduced, less Y

1

production, Y P D is required for any

1

value of YDlC'
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When the value of YP D is reduced, the values of

1

Y and YP are reduced according to the assumptions of the
CP C

model; less labor is required and less nonwage income is

generated with a lower dollar value output of the food pro-

duction subsector.

Since both the wage and nonwage income generated by

the production sector are reduced, all three consumer sub-

sectors are able to spend less money on food and nonfood

items. The reduction in both YD C and YD C caused by the

l 2

income reduction would cause further reductions of the

types described above since less demand would lower output

and thus income. Given the assumptions used to construct

the model, the responses as recorded in Graph 5.1 are logi-

cal; reductions in a reduce the values of Y and Y

14 D1C D2C

while increases in al4 would increase the values of YD C

l

and YDZC' Since the values of Ych and Ych are described

as fixed percentages of income, the percentage changes in

their values should be identical.

It is of course possible to record the values of

any or all of the eight systems variables under an endless

variety of conditions; the values of any or all of the

twenty-five parameters and six terminal variables could be

altered in innumerable ways. Only one test, altering the

value of a14, is reported for MOD ONE.
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Conclusions
 

Each of the defined sectors of MOD ONE, production,

distribution, and consumption are linked through the ex-

change of economic goods of various types. The measurement

term used to record the movement of these economic goods is

dollar value.

Each of the component models of the defined sectors

are develOped from assumptions about how the inputs and out-

puts of that economic sector, as measured in dollar value,

are related. Assumptions about the relationships are, of

course, conditioned by the definition of the measurement

term.

The response of MOD ONE to a change in the value

of a parameter of the distribution sector was perhaps anti-

cipated by some. The parameter altered, a14, is defined as

the ratio of the dollar value of food inputs to the food

distribution subsector from production and the output of

the food distribution subsector to consumption. Since labor

inputs, and thus wages, are positively tied to the magnitude

of a system flow variable, reducing a parameter such as al4

can result in no other condition than a decline in all

values for the system flow variables given that all other

parameter values are held constant.

Both the variable recording the dollar value of

food from production to distribution, YP or Y14' and from

D

1
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distribution to consumption, Y or Y17, are the products
D C
1

of per unit prices and unit volumes; a reduction in al4,

reducing YPlD relative to YDIC'

of changes in the relative values of these prices per unit

could result from a variety

and unit volumes.

Until these components of dollar value, price per

unit and unit volume, are explicitly defined in the model,

responses by other sectors to certain changes within dis-

tribution cannot be studied effectively. For example, a

change within distribution affecting the price of food

output which, in turn, could affect unit flow volume due

to consumer demand changes cannot be studied using the flow

variable as defined in MOD ONE.

In MOD TWO, the model develOped in the next chapter,

the definition of the system variable measurement units

associated with the distribution and consumption sectors

are altered. By defining both unit and price per unit

terms, technical relationships and price-quantity relation-

ships can be studied.

The basic value of MOD ONE, and the reason for its

inclusion in this theses, is its ability to demonstrate two

aspects of the modeling approach being tested. First, MOD

ONE demonstrates the methodology; from the definition of

model structure to the testing of the model on a computer

with parameters estimated from source data on a socio-economic

system. Second, MOD ONE demonstrates the modeling approach;
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when considered with MOD TWO the concept of building one

model upon the framework of another is clearly shown.



CHAPTER VI

MARKETING MODELS: MOD TWO«

Introduction
 

The second systems model developed in this thesis,

MOD TWO, is presented in this chapter. The component model

of the production sector of MOD TWO is identical to that

develOped in the previous chapter for MOD ONE.

The need to deal with the reaction of the consumption

sector to price changes in food and nonfood items has lead

to a redefinition of a subset of the system variables as

used in MOD ONE. Altering the definition of these variables

has allowed a new set of assumptions to be used in develop-

ing the component models of the distribution and consumption

sectors. The altered component models result, of course, in

the development of a new systems model.

Mod Two

Structure
 

MOD TWO defines the same three basic economic sectors

as does MOD one: production, distribution, and consumption.

Figure 6.1 describes the pattern of interconnection for

125
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these three sectors; the same pattern of interconnection

as used in MOD ONE.

 

PRODUCTION

SECTOR

 

 

IP

 

  
Ypls

   

Y
PZD

YPZE

YPZG

 

DISTRIBUTION
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 YCP+

 
  

CD

CONSUMPTION

SECTOR

          
  

Model Structure:

Figure 6. l

;?77RE::¥ ’YOg

S'hy O

CO

MOD TWO

A comparison of Figures 5.1 and 6.1 would reveal

few differences. The only difference, apparent at this

stage, are in the labels used for the flow and prOpensity
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variables associated with the edges connecting the distri-

bution and consumption sectors. In Figure 5.1, the vari-

ables Y and Y are used; in Figure 6.1, the variables
DlC DZC

l l I I

x ch and Y DIC, and X DZC and Y DZC are used. Y _

In MOD ONE, the variables Y and Y represent
DlC DZC

the annual 1963 dollar value "flow" of food and nonfood

items from the distribution sector to the consumption sec-

tor. The variables X and X are assumed equal to one,
D1C DZC

defined as price indicies, and not shown in the model struc-

ture diagram.

In MOD TWO, the variables Y' and Y' represent,

D1C D2C

respectively, the annual unit "flow" of food and nonfood

items from the distribution sector to the consumption sec-

tor. The variables X' and X' are 1963 price per unit
DlC D2C

measures of the Y' and Y' units, respectively.

D1C DZC

There is, of course, a rather obvious relationship

between the two sets of system variables defined above.

I |
'The product of X ch and Y 919 equals YDlC Since XDlC

one; in 1963 the price index equal one and X'D C is defined

1

equals

in 1963 prices.

I

ch or Y DZC as an annual flow of

physical unit does not make it an operationally defined

Simply defining Y'

variable. The variable Y'D C could, for example, be de-

l

fined as pounds per year or tons per year. The complimentary

variable, X'D C' would be defined as 1963 dollars per pound

1

or per ton depending upon which unit measure were chosen
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for Y' The use of such unit terms as pounds would be
DlC

satisfactory if the variable Y' were measuring some sin-
ch

gle item or group of similar items; this is, of course, not

the case since Y'D C measures all types of food items.

1

When more than one item is explicitly identified

with an edge, the systems variable is treated as a vector.

Assume for the moment that Y' is a vector; an entry in

DlC

Y'D C is Y'i, where i = l, j and j equals the number of

1

food items explicitly defined.

An entry Y'i could represent beef and measure its

flow in pounds, it could represent eggs and measure its

flow in dozens, or it could represent milk and measure its

flow in quarts. The complimentary variable X'i would re-

cord 1963 price per pound, or per dozen, or per quart.

Dealing with a vector definition of Y'D C makes it

1

easy to visualize the measurement units for the flow and

propensity variables. Actually using a vector definition

in MOD TWO would, however, introduce two problems which

need to be recognized: mathematical complexity resulting

from dealing at such a disaggregated level, and parameter

evaluation problems which would result by the great increase

in component parameters required to model a sector with

vector inputs.

While a vector measure presents certain problems,

using a scalar definition for the flow and propensity vari-

ables is not without its own problem. The Y'D C variable

1
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in scalar terms represents the flow of a wide variety of

food items whose normal units of measure are pounds,

dozens, quarts, cans, and cases. The X'D C variable rep—

1

resents the price per "unit" of an assortment of items

which differ in measurement units and unit prices.

Working with vector measures would raise, in the

opinion of the author, more problems in terms of mathema-

tical complexity and parameter evaluation than in justifi-

able at this stage. Defining the system variables in

scalar terms, using price per unit and unit flow measures,

is a compromise which balances the gains and losses. Addi-

tional problems associated with the new definitions of

these system variables are treated when the parameters of

MOD TWO are estimated.

Except for the change in the definitions of certain

systems variables, the structure of MOD TWO is the same as

that described for MOD ONE. The production sector has two

subsectors producing food or nonfood items. The distribu—

tion sector has two subsectors engaged in the distribution

of food or nonfood items. The consumption sector has three

subsectors identified as three different types of consumers.

The same inputs to and outputs from the defined sectors and

subsectors are as in MOD ONE.

While the model structure of MOD TWO has been re-

peatedly compared to MOD ONE it should not be assumed that

the systems models develOped from similar structures behave
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in a similar manner. It is not, in fact, until the com-

ponent models are developed that the differences between

MOD TWO and MOD ONE become apparent.

Component Models
 

Production Sector

The component model of the production sector of MOD

TWO is the same as that used in MOD ONE. For convenience,

the component model is repeated below in the form of equa-

     

tions 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3.

__ _ __ _ __ _

YPlD YPlG YPlE

Y = P + P + P , (6.1)

7 CP Y Y Y
'~ P D P G P E

L.- 2- L. 2.. _- 2-

__ _, 1. _. 1 .1

YP10 YPlG YPlE

Y = Q + Q + Q , (6.2)

IP Y Y Y
P20 PZG PZE

L— .. L — _ _J

and

r. _ _ __

YP10 YPlG YPlE

YP = R + R + R . (6.3)

C Y Y Y
_PZR. I_P2G PZE‘

where the entries

previous chapter.

The variables Y

and Y .
PZE

    
in P, Q, and R are as defined in the

CP'

functions of the variables Y

Y
IP'

and YPC

a9, b4, blO] are as previously defined.

terminal variables Y

have known values.

P
I

lG P G'
2

Y

P E'

1

Y

P2

P D' YP D’ YP G'
1

As before,

E

Y I
PZH

The parameters in the set [a1, a2, a3, a7, a8,

are expressed as

Y .
PIE

the

are assumed to
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Distribution Sector

Figure 6.2 is the component graph of the distribu-

tion sector of MOD TWO. The convention used to label in-

ternal edges is as in the previous chapter. The numbering

of edges begins as 32 to avoid confusion with MOD ONE.

 

 

 

 

  
 

 

 
Distribution Sector: MOD TWO

Figure 6.2

The component model of the distribution sector will

Y

1: . .

eelate the variables in the set [YCD' YP D’ YP D' YID’ DC]

1 2

t I I ° I I '

<3 Y BIG and Y 02C. The variables X ch and X DZC Will be

€33<pressed as functions of the propensity variables shown

j_Iuternal to the sector.

The variables defined in Figure 6.2 should be clear.

IEEach Y' variable is measuring, in physical units, the flow
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of an item associated with some edge. Y'33 and Y'38 rep-

resent the physical units food and nonfood items moving

from the production sector to the distribution sector.

Y'32 and Y'37 measure the units of labor employed in the

distribution of food and nonfood items. Y' and Y'
34 39

measure the units of food items and nonfood items entering

the distribution sector from other socio-economic systems.

Variables Y' and Y'36 are equal and measure the total
35

unit output of the food distribution subsector. Similarly,

variables Y'4O and Y'41 are equal and measure the total

unit output of the nonfood distribution subsector.

There are no internal edges shown connecting with

the terminal marked YDC' The variable YDC represents the

1963 dollar value of nonwage income generated for the con-

sumption sector. An expression relating this variable to

variables X' , Y' , X' , and Y' is given below.
DC DC DC DZC

1 1 2

XThe propensity variables X' X
32' '33' '34' x'37,

X'37, and X'39 are in terms of 1963 dollar per unit. If,

for example, Y'32 were reported in man-hour units, X'32

would be in 1963 dollars per man-hour.

Variables X'35 and X'40 represent the "imputed cost"

per unit of food or nonfood item. How these "imputed costs"

are derived is explained below. Variables X'36 and X'41

represent the value per unit added to the imputed cost to

arrive at the price per unit of food or nonfood item at

exit from the distribution sector.
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The component model of the distribution sector is

based upon assumptions concerning the relationships between

the defined variables.

Assume that the number of physical units of the in-

puts to the food distribution subsector, Y'32, Y'33 and

Y'34, are related to the number of physical units of output

of that subsector, Y as shown in equation 6.4. The
I

35’

equation states that the inputs are related in fixed pro-

portion to the output. The parameters, k32, k33, and R34,

represent ratios; for example, k units of Y'32 are re-
32

quired for each unit of Y'35.

... _, _. _

Y 32 k32

l _ i

I

L? 34 k34
_ L— _    

The assumption used to develop equation 6.4 is simi-

lar to that used in MOD ONE's component model of the dis-

tribution sector. The parameter k is analogous to the
33

parameter al3; the parameter k33 is, however, a "unit-to-

unit" ratio and the parameter al3 is a "dollar-to-dollar"

ratio.

The same assumption applied to the nonfood distri—

bution Subsector yields equation 6.5:

-..

Y 37 R37

0 _. 0

Y 38 — k38 Y 40 . (6.5)

I

_Y 39. 3‘39.    
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o ' | ° I I

Since Y 35 equals Y 36 and Since Y 40 equals Y 41,

equation 6.4 and 6.5 can be written as in equation 6.6 and

6.7 respectively:

    

_X' 32— 7‘3;

Y'33 = k38 Y'36 , (6.6)

Q" 34_ 334‘

and _ _

—X'37 k37

Y'38 = k38 Y'41 . (6.7)

.
LX 39_ 0X39;    

In develOping the component model of the distribu-

tion sector it is assumed that the following propensity

' . I I I I I I
variables are known. X 32, X 37, X 34, X 39, X 33, and X 38’

' I ' I I I

The variable X 35 is related to X 32, X 33 and X 34.

The variable X'35 is best described as the "imputed cost"

of producing one unit of output of the food distribution

subsector. The value of the variable is defined as

I _ I I I

X 35 ‘ k32 X 32 + k33 X 33 + k34 X 34 ' (6'8)

The imputed cost, X'35, is equal to the sum of the

cost of each input required to produce one unit of output.

Equation 6.8 sums the cost of labor inputs, food inputs

from the production sector, and food inputs from other

socioeconomic systems per unit of Y'35.

Apply the same assumption to the nonfood distribu-

tion subsectors yields:
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I _ I I I

x 40 - k37 X 37 + k38 x 38 + k39 x 39 (6.9)

The propensity variables X'36 and X'41 represent

the dollars per unit added to imputed cost per unit to ar-

rive at an exit price per unit from the distribution sector.

The assumption used is that X' or X'41 equals a fixed per-
36

' I I

centage, m36 or m4l, of imputed cost, X 35 or X 41. Stated

mathematically:

I _ I

X 36 - m36 X 35 , (6.10)

and

X'41 = m41 X'40 . (6.11)

Having related all of the internal variables, the

remaining task is to relate the systems variables to the

internal variables and then eliminate the internal variables.

The systems variable Y representing the dollar
CD'

value of labor input to the distribution sector, is related

to the variables Y' and Y' . Y
ch DZC CD

value of labor to both the food and nonfood subsectors; this

equals the dollar

. , .
is the sum of the products X'32 Y'32 and X'37 Y 37. USing

the relationships established in equations 6.6 and 6.7 for

variables Y'32 and Y'37 yields:

k 0 Y'
32 AC

Y = [X' X' J .
CD 32 37 0 k37 Y D

. (6.12)

2C.

The variables X'32 and X' are assumed to be known

37

and Y' and Y' are, of course, system variables.

The expressions relating YID' YP D' and YP D are

l 2

developed in a manner analogous to that described above for
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variable YCD' The following equations describe the developed

relationships:

 

      

— —I

X34 0 X ch
_I I

YID — [x 34 x 39] 0 k Y. , (6.13)

39 DZC

'Y _ FY' k 0 —(3P' ‘7

P1D = 33 33 D1C . (6.14)

I I

P2D 0 X 38X38 Y 020

__L _L.__

The variable X' is equal to the sum of X' and
DlC 35

X'36; the sum of imputed cost and the margin added. Simi-

41

. , I
Since X 36 equals m36X'35 and X'41 equalem4lx 40,

larly, X'D C equals X'4O plus X' .

2

the variables X'D C and X'D C can be expressed as:

1 2

I _ I I

and

I = I I
x ch x 40 + m41X 40 . (6.16)

The variables X'35 and X'40 are expressed as func-

tions of known variables in equations 6.8 and 6.9 respec-

tively. Substituting equation 6.8 into 6.14 and equation

6.9 into 6.15 yields:

X' = (l + m36)[k k k ] X' (6.17)
DlC 33 34 35
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I — I

X 02c ‘ (1 + m41’[k37k38k39] X
(6.18)

  

The remaining variable to be related is YDC' non—

wage income generated by the distribution sector. The

assumption used is that the nonwage income generated by the

food distribution subsector equals some percentage, b1, of

the dollar value output of the food distribution subsector,

X'D CY'D C; and, the nonwage income generated by the nonfood

l 1

distribution subsector equals a pergentage, b2, of the non-

I I

food dollar value output, X chY DZC. Or,

1—'I I '7

X D c X D c

Y — [b b] 1 l . (6.19)

" I I
DC 1 2 X D C Y D C

I... 2 2.4  
Equations 6.12, 6.13, 6.14, 6.17, 6.18, and 6.19

constitute the component model of the distribution sector.

The systems variables in the set [YCD’ YPlD’ YPZD' YID] are

related to Y' and Y' using the parameters in the set
D1C DZC

[k32, k33, k34, k37, k38' k39]. The systems variables

X'D C and X'D C are related to six variables whose values

1 2

I I I I I I

are assumed to be known [X 32, X 33, X 34, X 37, X 38’ X 39],

using the six parameters described above plus the parameters

and m .

m36 41
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Consumption Sector

Figure 6.3 is the component graph of the consumption

sector. Three subsectors, as defined in MOD ONE, are shown.

The component model of the consumption sector must

I I

ch' X ch' Y D20' 2c'

CP’ YCD’ YCG' YPC' YDC' YOC]; the model develOped expresses

' I I

the variables Y ch and Y D

relate the variables in the set [Y' X'D

Y

2C as functions of the remaining

eight.

X' Y' X' Y'

 

   
 

YCP YOC
 

 

  

Consumption Component: MOD TWO

Figure 6.3
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Variables Y44, Y47, and Y50 represent the dollar

income to consumption subsectors C1, C2, and C3 respectively.

and YThese variables are the same as variables Y25, Y28’ 31

defined and used in MOD ONE.

Total income to the consumption sector is defined

as in the previous chapter,

I = YCP + YCD + YCG + YPC + XOC . (6.20)

Total income from wages [YCP + YCD + YCG] and nonwage income

[YPC + YDC + YOC] are summed in equation 6.20.

Assuming, as in MOD ONE, that the income received

by a consumption subsector, i, is a percentage, di’ of the

total income, I, then, for the three consumption subsectors,

i = l, 2, 3;

Y44 d1

Y47 = 62 I . (6.21)

Y50 d3
(.— _. _—    

The income received by a subsector is defined in

equation 6.21; the question of how that income is spent

remains. The major reason, it should be remembered, for

altering the definition of certain systems variables was

to allow for the consideration of consumers responses to

price changes.

In MOD ONE, the consumption sector operated in units

of total dollar flow along any internal edge; the consump-

tion subsector models simply related total dollars expended

upon food and nonfood to total dollar income.
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The internal edges of the consumption sector shown

in Figure 6.3 have both flow and propensity variables as-

sociated with them. Variables Y' and Y'48 repre-
42' Y'45'

sent the unit flow rate of food items while variables X'42,

X'45, and X'48 represent their prices per unit. Variables

Y'43, Y'46, and Y'49 represent the unit flow rate of non-

food items while variables X'43, X'46, and X'49 represent

their prices per unit.

The distinguishing characteristic used to define

consumption subsectors is income level; income level is

used as a surrogate to distinguish between consumers with

different average prOpensities to purchase food and nonfood.

A subsector, i, had diI dollars worth of income.

Assume, as in MOD ONE, that the subsector spends fi percent-

age of diI on food and ni percentage of diI on nonfood. The

dollar amount spent by Ci on food is fidiI; this amount is

definable as so many units of food at a certain price per

unit.

Consider consumer subsector Cl' This subsector

receives diI dollars of income. This subsector.spends

Y
o I I

fidiI dollars on food, the product of X 42 equals fidiI°
42

The following three equations express the above

assumptions for subsectors C1’ C2, and C3;

X'42X'42 f1

= diI , (6.22)
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X 45X 45 f2

X'46Y'46 = n2 dZI , (6.23)

L _

and __ fl

I I

X 48Y 48 f3

= d I . (6.24)
X' Y' n 3

49 49 3

L _

. , .

Assuming that X'42, X'45, and X'48 equal X D C and

1

X'43, X'46, X'49 equal X' C’ equations 6.22, 6.23, and 6.24

Dz

can be simplified to:

+ f d + f

X 1d1 2 2 3d3
' Y' (f )I , (6.25)

DlC ch

and

I I _

Equations 6.25 and 6.26 are analogous to equations

5.35 and 5.36 in the previous chapter. The differences are

in the expressions on the left hand side of the equations.

In MOD ONE, the variables Y and Y are used while in

D1C D2C

MOD TWO, the product of X' and Y' and the product of

I I

X DZC and Y DZC are used.

Since the variable I in equations 6.25 and 6.26 is

a shorthand notation for the sum of six systems variables

associated with the consumption sector, these two equations

constitute a component model of the consumption sector.

The variables YCG and YOC are terminal variables and their

values are assumed to be known. As in MOD ONE, the para-

meters used are in the set [d1, f d f d f

1' n1' 2' 2' “2' 3' 3'

n3].
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The component model of the consumption sector can

be written as:

 

  

—( __ __
r" 1 0

D c x'

l = DIC E°I (6.27)

Y'D C 0 x'1
2 02¢

L— _ (_— n—d  
where E is a 2 x 1 matrix and

f d
e1,1 1 1 + f

d2 + f d and

2 3 3'

l + n2d2 + n3d3 .

I

n d

e2,1 1

This form of expression is to distinguish it more

clearly from the consumption sector component model of MOD

ONE.

Systems Model

The systems graph for MOD TWO is shown in Figure

6.4. The edges represented by solid lines have associated

with them the defined system variables; those edges repre-

sented by broken lines indicate an association with a

terminal variable.

There are sixteen edges shown in Figure 6.4; six—

teen flow variables and two propensity variables are defined.

Eight of the sixteen flow variables are system variables:

Y Y The remaining
I I

PlD' PZD’ X ch' Y ch' YPc' YDc' YCP' XCD'

eight flow variables are terminal variables; the values for

all but Y and YIIP are assumed to be known. The two

D
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I L44 XCG
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Systems Graph: MOD TWO

Figure 6.4

propensity variables are X' and X' these variables are
DlC D2C

also referred to as systems variables.

The systems variables listed above may be expressed

as functions of known terminal variables or known variables
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such as those in the set [X' X' X' X X
32' 33' 34' '37' '38'

X'39]. The functional relationship would be expressed, in

all cases, with some set of parameters used to develop the

three component models; there were twenty-three parameters

used.

There are ten variables in MOD TWO which can be ex-

pressed as functions of known variables; the six system

flow variables, the two system propensity variables, and

two terminal variables, Y and Y .
IP ID

Two system flow variables, Y' and Y' , and two
DlC D2C

system propensity variables, X'D C and X'D C are, as in

l 2

MOD ONE, of greatest interest. All of the other system

variables can be expressed as functions of these variables.

Equation 6.28 provides a starting point for build-

ing MOD TWO; it is a reformulation of the component model of

the consumption sector:

     

. . ‘ __ " " “I

X DlC X ch YCP YCG

=E[l 1] +EY +EY +E[l 1]

x' Y' Y CD DC Y
DC DC PC OC
2 2_ __ _ _ _

(6:28)

The vector containing YCP and YPC in equation 6.28

can be expressed in the following form by combining equa-

tions 5.15 and 5.17: . (Y "
PlE

YCP P D Y

= s 1 + s[1 0 1 0] PzE (6.29)
Y Y 0 1 0 1

PC P20 YP G

1

Y

-929.  
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Equation 6.29 is obtained from equations developed

in the previous chapter since the production sector compo-

nent model is identical in MOD TWO and MOD ONE. The S matrix

is composed of entries as defined with equation 5.38; the

entries are expressed as combinations of the parameters used

to develop the production sector component model.

The vector in equation 6.29 containing the variables

Y and Y can be expressed in terms of the variables,
PlD P2D

I I

Y DlC and Y D C' The equation 6.30 is from equation 6.14.

2

= A (6.30)

where A is a 2 x 2 matrix and;

_ I

a1,1 ‘ x 33k33 ,

= 0.0 , and
a2,1

a = X k
I

38 38 '

The variable YCD in equation 6.28 is expressible in

terms of Y' and Y' The source of equation 6.31 is
BIG DZC

equation 6.12.

YbD = B (6.31)

where B is a vector, and;

'32 32 ' and
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The variable Y in equation 6.28 is also definable
DC

in terms of Y'D C and Y'D C' Equation 6.32 is from equation

1 2

6.19.

X' Y'

YDC - c D1C D1C (6.32)

X' Y'

D2C D2C

where C is a vector, and;

01,1 = b1 , and,

Cl,2 - b2 .

The variables YCG and YOC in equation 6.28 are known

terminal variables.

By substituting equation 6.30 into equation 6.29 and

then substituting the result and equations 6.32, and 6.31

into equation 6.28 and rearranging terms yields:

  

3r ._

PlE

Y
PZE

I I I I I

x ch Y ch Y ch X ch Y ch Yplc

= F + G + H

x' Y' Y' x' Y' Y
02c 02c 02c ch 02c PZG

ch

300.

(6.33)

where F is a 2 x 2 matrix, and;

f1,1 = e1,1[al,1(51,1 + 52,1) + b1,1] '

f1,2 = e1,1[a2,2(51,2 + 52,2) + b1,2] '
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f2,1 = e2,1[a1,1(51,1 + 52,1) + b1,1] ' and

f2,2 = e2,1[a2,2(51,2 + 52,2) + b1,2] '

where G is a 2 x 2 matrix, and;

91,1 = e1,1C1,1- '

91,2 = e1,1C1,2 '

g2,1 = e2,lcl,l ' and

92,2 = e2,1C1,2 '

where H is a 2 x 6 matrix, and;

h1,1 = h1,3 = e1,1(51,1 + 52,1) '

h1,2 = h1,4 = e1,1(51,2 + 52,2) '

h1,5 = hl,6 = e1,1 '

h2,1 = h2,3 = e2,1(31,1 + 52,1) '

h2,2 = h2,4 = e2,1(51,2 + 52,2) '

h2,5 = h2,6 _ 22,1 °

Each of the entries in the matrices F, G, and H are

expressible as combinations of entries in the matrices A,

B, C, E, and S. Each entry in A, B, C, E, and S is, in turn,

a combination of parameters;

a + a

a1
7

a =

2,1 1 - a3a9

 

for example, or parameters and variables whose values are

assumed to be known; b1,2 ‘ k37X'37 for example.
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Equation 6.33 can be reduced to:

  

  

  

  

”Q '1

P113

Y

PZE

r—- —-w

I I I

X ch Y ch _1 Y ch -1 Yplc

= [U - G] F + [U - G] H . (6.34)

I y! YI Y .

DZC DZC D2C PZG

L. _

YCG

Eoc_

where U is a 2 x 2 unit matrix.

Equation 6.34 can be further reduced to:

_& _.

PIE

Y
PZE

. “W
Y 010 _1 -1 -1 YPlG

= [U - Z[U - G] F] -Z[U - G] H - (6.35)

Y' Y

D2C PZG

L. _

Ycc;

Yoc

where Z is a 2 x 2 matrix, and;

z _T_1__
I

1,1 X ch
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The entires in Z require the values of X'D D and

l

X'D C' the systems propensity variables. Equations 6.17

2

and 6.18 relate X' and X' to variables whose values

D1C D2C

are assumed to be known. Equation 6.20 and 6.35 thus re-

late four of the system variables defined in MOD TWO, Y'

  

D1C’

Y' , X' , and X' .
D2C DlC DZC

The 81X remaining system variables, YPlD' YPZD’ YCP'

' I

YPC’ YCD’ and YDC can be related to the variables Y ch and

Y' and thus to known variables. For example, Y and
D2C PlD

I | . .
_

YP2D were related to Y ch and Y DZC in equation 6.30. Sub

stituting equation 6.35 and 6.30 yields:
I

F? _

PIE

Y

PZE

p —
Y -

YPlD _1 -1 -1 P1G

= A[U - A[U - G] F] °A[U - G] H Y . (6.36)

Y P G
PZD 2

b ‘ YCG

Yoc
_. _.J  

Substituting equation 6.35 into 6.29 will relate

the variables YCP and YPC to known variables. Substituting

equation 6.35 into equation 6.31 and 6.32 would yield equa-

tions for relating YCD and YDC to known variables.



Y

YCP

ch

CD
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B[U - Z[U - G]-1 F]-1 Z[U - G]-
1

? SA[U - Z[U - GJ'l F]-1°Z[U - G]-

H

l H

 

 

 

 

(6.37)

(6.38)
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-1

YDC = c [U — Z[U - GJ'l F] Z[U - GJ'l H

  

YCG

Yoc
L— _-

(6.39)

  
Equations 6.17, 6.18, 6.35, 6.36, 6.37, 6.38, and

6.39 are the equations developed to constitute MOD TWO. Each

equation relates a system variable or set of system vari-

ables to terminal variables or known variables using the

parameters defined in the development of the component models.

Operationalization
 

Except for the parameters associated with the distri-

bution sector, the values of the terminal variables and pa-

rameters of MOD TWO are identical to those used for MOD ONE.

Figure 6.5 shows the distribution sector component

graph of MOD TWO. Three values are shown with each edge in

the graph. The values in parenthesis are equal to the pro-

duct of the system variables associated with the edges;

these values are obtained from corresponding edges in the

distribution sector component graph of MOD ONE.

In Figure 6.5, the values of the flow variables are

reported in millions of units. The values of the prOpensity

variables are reported in dollars per unit.
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Determining numeric values of the flow and propen-

sity variables of the distribution sector is a difficult

problem. As discussed previously, both of these variables

are sealers; the flow variable Y'DlC’ for example, represents

a unit of flow of a variety of food items whose normal phy-

sical units of measure are pounds, dozens, quarts and cases.

Establishing some measure of "units" and "unit value"

is, of course, essential to operationalize MOD TWO. The

following approach is used in evaluating the parameters

associated with the distribution sector of MOD TWO.

The dollar value figures approximated in the previous

chapter for Y and Y the dollar value of food andI
DlC DZC

selected nonfood items consumed, are used as a basis to de-

rive both per unit, Y', and price per unit, X', estimates.

The values of Y and Y are estimated as $540.0

DlC D2C

and $810.0 million respectively. These values represent

estimates of the expenditures of individuals and families

within the socio-economic system for the year 1963 as mea-

sured by the summation of all purchases; each purchase being

valued as the product of some price per unit times the num—

ber of units purchased. How many units of each item were

purchased at different prices by each family is, obviously,

unknown.

There were approximately 461,000 families in Puerto

l
Rico in 1963. As estimated, these families, in total,

Spent approximately $540.0 million on food and $810.0 million
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on selected nonfood items. By defining a "unit" as the

package of goods an average family purchases in a year,

values can be derived for the defined variables and, thus,

the parameters of the distribution sector.

Assuming that 461,000 units of food were purchased,

the value of Y' equals 0.461 million units. Since the
D C
1

product of Y' and X' equals $540.0 million, the value
D1C ch

of X'D C can thus be computed as $1,171.96 per unit. The

1

price per unit of the nonfood items can be computed as

$1,757.58 per unit in a similar manner.

The values of Y' and Y' could have been arbi-
ch DZC

trarily set at any values and the values of X' and X'

computed accordingly. Faced with the necessity to establish

some valuation procedure, the choice of units is made to re-

flect some useable base or reference figure.

As developed in MOD TWO, the values of both Y'35 and

Y'36 equal Y'DlC; 0.461 million. The values of both Y'40

and Y' equal Y' ; 0.461 million.
41 DZC

The price per unit of labor, $2,495, is obtained

from the Census of Business by dividing the annual payroll

value by the number of employees reported.2 The values of

X‘32 and X'37 are assumed to be equal and thus $2,495 is

the value assigned to both of these variables. The number

of units associated with these two variables are obtained

by division; Y'32 equals $60.0 million divided by $2,495

or 0.024 million units, and Y' equals $90.0 million
37
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divided by $2,495 or 0.0361 million units. The $60.0 and

$90.0 million figures represent the values determined for

the corresponding variables in the previous chapter for MOD

ONE .

For the flow variables Y' the number
I I

33' Y 34' Y 39'

of units are estimated from the values determined for Y'D C

l

and Y'D C in accordance to the dollar per dollar ratios as

2

estimated for MOD ONE. For example, the ratio of the value

of food imports, $200.0 million, to the value of Y $540.0,I
D1C

is 0.3704. Since 0.3704 times 0.461 million units equals

0.1708 million units, the value of Y'34 is set equal to 0.1708

and Y' are es-

. o -
I I

million units. The values of Y 33, Y 38' 39

tablished in the same manner.

If Y' 34 equals 0.1708 units, X' equals $1,170.96
34

per unit; $200.0 million divided by 0.1708. The values of

X'33, X'38' and X'39 are established in a similar manner.

All of the system variable values for the distribution sec-

tor of MOD TWO are shown in Figure 6.5.

Once the value of each prOpensity variable is deter-

k kmined, the parameters k32, k 38’ and k39 can be
33’ 37'

obtained by simple division. The parameter k33, for example,

equals 0.192 million units divided by 0.461 million units or

0.4165. The values for all of the technical coefficient

parameters are determined in like manner; the resultant

values are given below in Table 6.1.

The values for X'35 and X'4O must be determined

prior to establishing the values for the "mark up" parameters,
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m36 and m4l.

equations 6.8 and 6.9. The variables X'35 and X'40 are

These values are determined as expressed in

defined as "imputed cost"; they equal the summations of the

products of the price per unit of an input and its techni-

cal coefficient k. Using the values for the per unit prices

' I I I I I I

of inputs (X 32, X 33, X 34, X 37, X 38' X 39) and the

technical coefficients (k k k k k as
32' k33' 34' 37' 38’ 39)

35 and X'36 are computed to be $1,051.91,

and 20.92%, $303.61 divided by $1,453.44, respectively.

derived above, X'

These values should be carefully interpreted in terms of

MOD TWO; not all inputs are defined and these values do not

translate directly into the standard meaning of "gross-

margin."

Table 6.l--Parameter values: MOD TWO

 

 

Production Sector

= 0.421 a3 = 0.053 b = 0.112

= 0.421 = 0.103 b = 0.113

a1

a7 a9

Distribution Sector

k32 - 0.052 k33 = 0.416 k34 = 0.370 m36 = 0.114

I ___ I = I = .._.
x32 2495.00 x33 1406.26 x34 1170.96 bl 0.074

k3? = 0.078 k38 = 0.358 k39 = 0.358 m41 = 0.209

k;37 - 0.078 k38 = 0.358 k39 = 0.358 m41 = 0.209

. _ I _ I ._ =
X37 - 2459.00 X38 — 1757.58 x39 — 1757.58 b2 0.074

Consumption Sector

d1 = 0.300 fl = 0.400 n1 = 0.400

d2 = 0.400 f2 = 0.300 n2 = 0.450

d3 = 0.300 f3 = 0.200 n3 = 0.500
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A computer program is written to solve for the

values of the system variables of MOD TWO according to the

equations of MOD TWO for differing sets of values for the

parameters and terminal variables. With the computer pro-

gram and the reference set of values for the model's para-

meters and terminal variable, MOD TWO is operational.

Testing

Two types of techniques are used in the testing of

MOD TWO; sensitivity analysis and simulation. In sensiti-

vity analysis, the value of a single parameter is altered

and the response of the system variables recorded. The term

simulation is used to describe the condition where more than

one parameter will be altered at a time and the response of

the systems variables recorded.

Sensitivity Analysis
 

The response of the systems variables of MOD TWO are

studied in relation to changes in the values of five para—

meters associated with the food distribution subsector of

the distribution sector; k X k X
m I I

36' 32’ 32' 33' 33'

Table 6.2 records the values for the specified sys-

tem variables, total income, and the products X' Y'
D1C DIC

and X' for five different values of the parameterY' ,
D2C D2C

m36. The parameter m36 is the percentage of the imputed

cost of one unit of food which is added to the imputed cost
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Table 6.2--Sensitivity Analysis: MOD TWO, m

 

 

 

36

Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5

x' Y' 537.931 538.45 540.02 540.28 541.57
010 01c

x' Y' 789.111 806.89 808.64 810.39 812.15
020 ch

Y' 0.4502 0.455 0.461 0.466 0.472
ch .

Y' 0.4602 0.461 0.461 ' 0.462 0.463
02c .

Y 219.71 222.2 224.8 227.5 230.3
PlD

Y 289.41 289.8 290.3 290.7 291.2
P2D

YCP 747.41 748.7 750.1 751.5 752.9

YPC 199.31 199.6 200.0 200.4 200.8

YCD 147.11 147.9 148.7 149.6 150.4

YDC 99.61 99.8 99.9 100.1 100.2

I 1793.41 1796.0 1798.7 1801.5 1804.3

x'D c 1195.43 1183.4 1171.4 1159.4 1147.4

1

x'D C 1754.13 1754.1 1754.1 1754.1 1754.1

2

m36 0.1364 0.125 0.114 0.102 0.091

 

1Millions of dollars (1963).

2Millions of units.

3Dollars (1963).

4Unitless.
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to arrive at the value of X' the price per unit for foodI
DlC

to the consumption sector.

The reference value of m36 is 0.114 or ll;4%. The

reference value is increased and decreased by 20% in incre-

ments of 10%. Runs 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, identified in Table

6.2, record results for percentage changes from the refer-

ence value of m of +20.0%, +10.0%, 0.0%, —10.0%, and -20.0%
36

respectively. The values of all other parameters and termi—

nal variables are held constant and equal to their reference

values.

A decrease in the value of m36 results in increases

in the values of all system variables except the price per

unit of food, which decreases, and the price per unit of

nonfood, which remains constant.

For ease of analysis, Graph 6.1 records the percent-

X' Y.I I
ch ch DlC

age changes for selected variables; Y'

X'D C' and I.

l

Lowering the margin, the value of m36, lowers the

price per unit of food, X'D C‘ Under the assumptions of

l

the consumption sector component model, the three consumer

subsectors purchase an increased volume of physical units,

Y'D C' given the lower price and the same total income, I.

1

Income does not remain constant, however, because

of the model's response to increases in the value of Y'D C’

1

Increasing the value of Y'D C causes more units of labor,

1

Y and more units of input from the food production
CD'
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-l% - 3 , l 1
.Y,

D10

-2%— .
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I I l I I

-20% -10% 0 +10% +20%

Percentage Change in m36

Graph 6.1 Sensitivity analysis: MOD TWO, m36

subsector, Y to be required by the food distributionI
PlD

subsector. Increasing Y also requires that more labor,
PlD

YCP' be supplied to the food production subsector. Nonwage

income is also increased for both subsectors due to the in-

crease in dollar volume of throughput.

With a higher level of income, both wage and nonwage,

the three consumer subsectors spend an increased amount on

food and nonfood items according to the income distribution

and average consumption expenditure coefficients for food

and nonfood items. Increases in the level of demand cause
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further increases in the values of the flow variables through-

out the system.

Of interest to note is the order of magnitude of

certain changes. Graph 6.1 shows that a 20% reduction in

m36 results in an approximate 2% decrease in the price per

unit of food and a 2.4% increase in the number of units of

food consumed. A 0.3% increase in income and total dollars

spent on food is recorded. The increase in the unit con—

sumption of food is due both to a decrease in food price

per unit and an increase in total income.

Table 6.3 records the values of the specified vari-

ables corresponding to five different values for the para-

meters X'32 and k32; the price per unit of labor to the food

distribution subsector and the unit per unit ratio of labor

to output of the food distribution subsector.

The reference value of X'32 is $2,495 and the ref-

erence value of k32 is 0.063. These values were altered

by 20% above and below their reference values in increments

of 10%. The reference values are given in Run 3. The models

responses to these changes are identical in magnitude and

direction since the effect on imputed cost, X'35, and thus

the price of output, X'ch, will be the same for an identi-

cal percentage change in either the price per unit value or

the technical coefficient of any input.

Decreases in the value of either k32 or X'32 cause

some very interesting reactions to occur. The price per
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32 32

Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5

x' Y' 1
010 010 542.54 540.77 540.02 538.00 535.83

x' Y‘ 813.91 812.15 808.64 806.89 805.13
020 020

Y' 0.4522 0.456 0.461 0.465 0.469
D1C

Y'ch 0.4642 0.463 0.461 0.460 0.459

Y 220.71 222.7 224.8 227.0 229.1
PlD

Y 291.91 291.1 290.3 289.4 288.5
P2D

YCP 749.01 749.5 750.1 750.6 751.2

YPC 199.71 199.9 200.0 200.2 200.3

YCD 159.91 154.3 148.7 143.0 137.2

YDC 100.51 100.2 99.9 99.6 99.3

I 1809.11 1804.0 1798.1 1793.4 1788.0

x'D C 1200.33 1185.9 1171.4 1157.0 1142.5

1

x'D C 1754.13 1754.1 1754.1 1754.1 1754.1

2

k32 0.0634 0.057 0.052 0.047 0.042

x'32 2994.903 2744.50 2495.00 2245.50 1999.60

 

lMillions of dollars.

2Millions of units.

3Dollars.

4Unit/unit.
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unit of food decreases, of course. The level of income, I,

decreases, yet of the four sources of income whose values

change, YCP’ YPC' YCD' YDC' two increase in value, Y and
CP

YPC' and two decrease in value, Y and YD
CD C'

The unit consumption of food increases while the

unit consumption of nonfood decreases. Total dollars spent

on both food and nonfood decrease.

Graph 6.2 shows the percentage changes in selected

 
 

' . I I I I '_
variables, Y DlC, X DlC*Y ch, x DIC, and I. These vari

ables were chosen to allow for comparison with the previous

graph.
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Graph 6.2 Sensitivity analysis: MOD TWO, k and X'
32 32
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As the figures in Table 6.3 indicate, some inter-

esting response patterns exist for changes in the input

price, X'32, or technical coefficient parameter, k32. In

fact, two Opposing responses are set in motion when either

of these parameters are altered.

Consider a reduction in the per unit cost of labor,

X'32, or in the technical coefficient for labor, k32. Lower-

ing either value lowers the imputed cost and thus the price

of food to consumers, X' Lowering the value of X'
D C’D C 1

1

if no other changes are involved, would cause a change

similar to that described above for reductions in m all
36’

of the systems flow variables would increase in value. Low-

ering either value, X' or k32, has another effect, however;

32

it lowers the wage income generated by the food distribution

subsector for a given unit level of food consumption. This

reduction causes a reduction in income and a subsequent re-

duction in consumption if no other changes are involved.

The net effect of these two opposing responses are

given by the results shown in Table 6.3. The reduction of

food price, X caused an increase in per unit consump—
I

I
D1C

tion of food, Y' C' which more than offsets the decrease

D

1

in per unit consumption of food caused by a decrease in

income. Note that the per unit consumption of nonfood de-

creases as would be expected with a constant per unit price,

X'D C and lower income, I.

2
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It is extremely interesting to note the wage and

nonwage income response pattern. Total wage and nonwage

income generated by the production sector increases; with

constant wage rates, the increase in wage generation from

the food production subsector caused by the increase in de-

mand for food, YPlD’ more than offsets the reduction in

wage generation by the nonfood production subsector caused

by a reduction in nonfood demand, Y In the distribu—
P2D

tion subsector, wage generation decreases; a portion of the

reduction is caused by the decrease in demand for nonfood

and the remainder is caused by the reduction of wage rates

to the food distribution subsector even with a higher per

unit labor requirement,

The need for a model is clearly demonstrated in

this sensitivity test. While the reaction of the model to

changes in m36 are perhaps directionally predictable, such

is not the case in the reaction of the model to a change

in either k32 or X'32.

Table 6.4 records the values for the specified vari-

ables corresponding to five different values for either X'33

or k33; the price per unit of food from production to dis-

tribution or the unit per unit ratio of food units from

production to distribution to food units from distribution

to consumption. The reference value of X'33 is $1,171.88

and the reference value of k33 is 0.416; these are shown in

the column labeled Run 3. Each reference value is increased

and decreased by 20% in increments of 10%.
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Table 6.4--Sensitivity analysis: MOD TWO, k and X'

 

 

 

33 33

Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5

1
I I

x chY DIC 542.76 541.80 540.01 537.33 535.60

x' Y' 813.901 812.15 808.64 806.89 803.38
020 020

Y'D c 0.4242 0.442 0.461 0.481 0.504

1

Y'D c 0.4642 0.463 0.461 0.460 0.458

2

YP 0 248.41 237.1 224.8 211.5 196.9

'1

YP 0 292.01 291.2 290.3 289.3 288.2

2

YCP 761.31 755.9 750.1 743.7 736.6

YPC 203.01 201.6 200.0 198.3 196.5

YCD 144.51 146.5 148.7 151.1 153.8

YDC 100.51 100.2 99.9 99.6 99.2

I 1809.31 1804.3 1798.7 1792.7 1786.1

x'D C 1280.13 1225.8 1171.4 1117.1 1062.7

1

x'D C 1754.13 1754.1 1754.1 1754.1 1754.1

2

k33 0.5004 0.450 0.416 0.375 0.333

x'33 1406.263 1289.07 1171.88 1054.69 937.50

 

1Millions of dollars.

2Millions of units.

3Dollars.

4Unit/unit.
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When either k33 or X'33 is lowered, total income and

dollar expenditures on food and nonfood decrease. Food con-

sumption on a per unit basis increases while nonfood consump-

tion decreases. This result is analogous to that of the

previous test. Three of the four sources of income shown,

and Y differ in their directional response
YCD' YPc' YCD' DC’

to a change in either X' or k however, when compared
33 33’

with their response to a change in either X'32 or k32.

Graph 6.3 shows the percentage changes in.selected

variables for comparison with the previous graphs. The per-

centage increase in Y' for example, is higher for a 20%I
DlC

decrease in x'33 or k33 than for X'32 or k32, or m36.

As in the previous sensitivity run, the two Opposing

responses to a change in an input price or a technical co-

efficient are netted out by the model. The interesting

difference between the sensitivity runs for X'33 and k33,

and X'32 and k32, is the differences in the magnitudes of

the responses and the direction of change in the components

of total income.

In response to decreases in both X'33 and k33, in-

come generated by the production sector decreases as does

nonwage income generated by the distribution sector; wage

income generated by the distribution sector increases, but

not enough to prevent a decline in total income. In re-

sponse to decreases in X' and k32 32, all income changes,

except nonwage income generated by distribution, are in
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Graph 6.3 Sensitivity analysis: MOD TWO, k33 and X'33

Opposite directions. In both tests, a decline in total

income occurs.

The reduction in the price of~food, X' is more

D1Cf

dracatic for a change in X'33 or k33, than for the same

percentage change in X'32 or k32 since the portion of total

imputed cost incurred for internally produced food is higher

than that incurred for labor; imputed cost and price is thus

more noticeably influenced and the model reacts more~r'

noticeably to the change.
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Simulation
 

Three simulation tests are reported below. While

these three tests in no way exhaust all of the possible

tests they are sufficient to demonstrate the approach.

Table 6.5 records the values of certain system

variables corresponding to five different sets of values

for k 33 and k34. The parameter k is the ratio of unit
33

inputs into the food distribution subsector from the food

production subsector to the unit output of the food dis4

tribution subsector, and the parameter k is the ratio Of
34

unit inputs into the food distribution subsector from other

socio-economic systems to the unit output of the food dis—

tribution subsector. The parameter k was altered in a
33

sensitivity test in the previous section.

The sum of k and k is held constant for the five
33 34

sets of parameter values recorded in Table 6.5. The recorded

values for Run 1 are approximately equal to the reference

values as used in the sensitivity runs; they have been rounded

for ease of reporting.

As the ratio of k33 is decreased relative to k34,

Run 1 to Run 5, or as more units of input to the food dis-

tribution subsector are required from external sources rela-

tive to internal, the values of the system flow variables

decrease. Per unit food and nonfood consumption decrease

as does total income and dollars spent on food and nonfood.
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Table 6.5--Simulation I: MOD TWO

lel Rm12 Rm13 Rm14 Rm15

1
XDICYD C 543.0 540.6 539.5 538.3 537.11

1
xDZCYD C 813.9 812.2 810.4 806.9 805.1

Y' 0.4622 0.460 0.459 0.458 0.457
01c

Y' 0.4642 0.463 0.462 0.460 0.459
02c

Y 238.01 232.0 226.1 220.1 214.3
PlD

Y 291.81 291.1 290.4 289.7 289.0
PZD

YCP 756.61 753.6 750.6 747.7 744.7

YPC 201.81 201.0 200.2 199.4 198.6

YCD 149.31 148.9 148.6 148.2 147.9

YDC 100.41 100.2 100.0 99.7 99.5

1 1808.11 1803.7 1799.4 1795.0 1790.7

x'D C 1175.4 1175.3 1175.3 1175.3 1175.3

1

x'D c 1754.13 1754.1 1754.1 1754.1 1754.1

2

k33 0.444 0.43 0.42 0.41 0.40

k34 0.344 0.36 0.37 0.38 0.39

 

lMillions of dollars.

2Millions of units.

3Dollars.

4Unit/unit.
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The conditions reported in Table 6.5 differ from

those reported in Table 6.4 although in both cases the’

value of k33 is being altered. The differences are both

interesting and easily explained. In Table 6.5 the price

of food from distribution to consumption, X is fairly
I

I
ch

constant. As reported in Table 6.4, altering k alone
33

causes the price of food to change; this is due to a change

in imputed cost.

In the above simulation run, the price remains

fairly constant because the total number of input units re-

quired is held constant, the sum of k33 and k34, and because

the prices per unit of these inputs are approximately equal.

Under these two conditions, the imputed cost and thus the

selling price is fairly constant. If the price per unit of

k33 had been higher than the price per unit of k34 and the

sum of the two technical coefficients had been held constant,

the imputed price and thus the value of X'D C would have

1

increased, causing different results than those shown in

Table 6.5' the results would he certainly different in mag-

nitude and possibly even different in direction.

In the first simulation run, the reaction of the

model to one aspect of a technical coefficient change, a

price change, is offset and the other aspect, the increased

physical throughput response, is recorded. This explains

the decreases in all system flow variables as the value of

k33 was decreased relative to k34. This simulation describes
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quite effectively the complexity of response of relatively

simple changes in parameter values. Had the relative

prices of X'33 and X'34 been different, or the technical

coefficient parameters had been altered in a different

manner, a difference in either the magnitude or directions

of change for the system variables may have occurred. The

model, of course, is used to compute both direction and

magnitude.

The second simulation run conducted alters four of

the eight parameters associated with the food distribution

subsector. The values of five sets of the four altered

parameters and the corresponding values of the identified

variables are recorded in Table 6.6. The value of the

margin, m36 is reduced from the value appearing in Run 1 in

1% increments; the value of the technical coefficient for

labor is reduced in 1% increments, and the sum of the tech-

nical coefficients k and k
33 34

the value of k33 is increased relative to k

is held equal to 0.486 while

34 in increments

of 0.0005. The four remaining parameters associated with

the food distribution subsector, including all input prices,

are held constant. The value of all other parameters in

the system are also held constant.

There is very little additionally that can be said

in a methodological sense about the response of the model

as recorded in Table 6.6 to the changes in the four param—

eter values that has not already been stated. Each parameter
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Table 6.6--Simu1ation II: MOD TWO

Run 1 Run 2 Run 3 Run 4 Run 5

1
I I

x D CY D C 539.5 539.4 539.4 539.3 539.3

1 1

1
I I

x D2CY ch 808.6 808.6 808.6 808.6 808.6

Y' 0.4612 0.462 0.463 0.464 0.465
01c

Y' 0.4612 0.461 0.461 0.461 0.461
020

Y 224.81 225.5 226.3 227.1 227.9
910

Y 290.21 290.2 290.2 290.2 290.2
PZD

YCP 750.01 750.4 ' 750.7 751.0 751.4

YPC 200.01 200.1 200.2 200.3 200.4

YCD 148.71 148.2 147.7 147.2 146.8

1
YDC 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9 99.9

1 1798.51 1798.5 1798.5 1798.4 1798.4

'0 C 1170.33 1167.6 1165.0 1162.3 1159.7

1

x'D c 1754.13 1754.1 1754.1 1754.1 1754.1

2

k32 0.524 0.5148 0.5096 0.5044 0.4992

k33 0.3704 0.3695 0.369 0.3685 0.368

m36 0.1145 0.11286 0.11172 0.11058 0.10944

1Millions of dollars.

2Millions of units.

3Dollars.

4Unit/Unit.

5
Unitless.
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change made has been studied individually and the direc—

tional response of the system variable values as recorded

in Table 6.6 is certainly consistent with the previous

tests. There is almost negligible change in many of the

system variable values, such as income, but the percentage

changes in parameter values are small in comparison to the

percentage changes made in previous tests.

The third and final simulation conducted uses the

same changes in the four parameters altered in the second

simulation with one change; income distribution is altered

within the consumption sector.

This simulation is designed to demonstrate how

changes in other sectors of the system can be made simul-

taneously with changes in the distribution sector in order

to see what modification these changes may impose upon the

results of changes in distribution parameters alone.

The income distribution changes, as shown in Table

6.7 with the results of the simulation, are made to cause

a shift in the percentage of income to the middle income

bracket from the lower income bracket; the percentage of

income to the high income group is held constant. The low

income group's percentage of total income is reduced in 5%

increments and this increment added to the percentage of

total income held by the middle income group.

By comparing Tables 6.6 and 6.7, a number of dif-

ferences, both in the direction and magnitude of the change
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Table 6.7--Simulation III: MOD TWO

lel Rm12 Rm13 Rm14 Rm15

1
I I

x D1CY 0 C 539.5 534.8 530.1 524.2 519.5

1
I I

x D2CY 0 c 808.6 810.4 812.1 813.9 815.7

Y' 0.4612 0.458 0.455 0.451 0.448
ch

Y' 0.4612 0.462 0.463 0.464 0.465
02c

Y 224.81 223.5 222.2 220.9 219.6
PlD

Y 290.21 290.8 . 291.4 291.9 292.5
P2D

YCP 750.01 749.7 749.4 749.1 748.8

YPC 200.0 199.9 199.8 199.8 199.7

YCD 148.71 147.8 147.0 146.2 145.4

1
YDC 99.9 99.6 99.4 99.1 98.9

1 1798.51 1797.1 1795.6 1794.2 1792.7

x'D C 1170.33 1167.6 1165.0 1162.3 1159.7

1

x'D C 1754.13 1754.1 1754.1 1754.1 1754.1
2 .

k32 0.0524 0.05148 0.05096 0.05044 0.04992

k33 0.4164 0.4165 0.417 0.4175 0.418

k34 0.3704 0.3695 0.369 0.3685 0.368

m36 0.1145 0.11286 0.11172 0.11058 0.10944

61 0.305 0.275 0.25 0.225 0.20

d2 0.405 0.425 0.45 0.475 0.50

1 . . 3 5 .
Millions of dollars. Dollars. Unitless.

2Millions of units. 4Unit/unit.
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of the variables, are noted; the introduction of income dis-

tribution shifts alters the response of the system to the

changes made in the food distribution subsector parameters.

It should be expected, of course, that the model would re-

spond differently when an income redistribution effect is

introduced along with the other parameter changes; the ques-

tion is how differently it would respond.

The explanation of the response pattern alteration

recorded is informative. Changing the income distribution

parameters affects the percentage relationship between total

dollars spent on food and nonfood and total income; equations

6.25 and 6.26 are used to describe this relationship. In

this simulation, shifting the percentage of total income to

the middle income group, which spends less on the average

for food and more on the average for nonfood than the low

income group, alters the responses of the consumption sector,

in total, to any change in either its income or the prices

it faces for food or nonfood from the distribution sector.

When the income distribution shift is introduced,

per unit consumption of food decreases and per unit consump—

tion of nonfood increases; this is occurring even though the

price per unit of food decreases and the price per unit of

nonfood remains constant. All of the four internal sources

of income, wage and nonwage, from production and distribu-

tion, decrease.

The shift toward nonfood consumption is explained,

of course, by the increased percentage of total income
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which is spent on nonfood items. Total income decreases in

magnitude.

The change in the direction of many of the response

patterns when an income redistribution effect is overlayed

on the changes in the food distribution subsector parameters

indicates the relative strength of this effect.

The three simulation runs recorded above do not be-

gin to exhaust the sets of conditions which could be tested

using MOD TWO. All of the parameters of the distribution

sector were not altered nor were all of the parameters of

the consumption or production sectors or the values of the

terminal variables. The major responses and the reasons or

explanations of why MOD TWO responded as it did, have, how—

ever, been covered in the sensitivity and simulation tests.

Conclusions
 

The sensitivity and simulation tests conducted above

demonstrated how an operational systems model can be used

to study the response of the economic system to changes

within the distribution sector.

The specific sensitivity and simulation tests des-

cribed above were chosen to address certain issues raised

in Chapter II concerning the nature of an economic system's

response to changes within the distribution sector. As

stated in that chapter, the result of marketing changes

cannot be considered only in terms of their effect on one

sector, such as the consumption sector, without consideration
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of the reactions of other sectors, such as the production

sector. The interrelationship between the distribution

sector and both the consumption and production sectors, and

also the relationship between the consumption and produc-

tion sectors need to be considered.

The interrelated response of the economic sectors

defined in MOD TWO are clearly demonstrated in the above

tests; a change in the parameter values of the distribution

sector resulted in responses explainable only in terms of

the interrelatedness of the defined economic system.

Perhaps the most informative single test of MOD TWO

is the alteration of the value of a technical coefficient

in the distribution sector; all other tests conducted re-

flect more complex variations on the response patterns un-

covered by this test.

To understand the response of the system to a change

in a technical coefficient requires that the interrelated-

ness of the system be recognized. As the model is con-

structed, a technical coefficient change in the distribution

sector affects the price of the output and also the input

requirements per unit of output. These two alterations cause

the model to respond in different ways.

A reduction in price per unit of an output of the

distribution sector causes the three consumer subsectors

to respond by consuming more units of the output for any

level of income. Increasing unit consumption increases
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income because of the tie between income and physical out—

put through labor requirements. Thus, the price decrease,

initiated by a technical coefficient decrease, sets a rather

complex response pattern in motion.

The other consequence of a technical coefficient

change, a reduction of input unit requirements per unit of

output, causes an equally complex response but in another

direction. Reducing unit throughput causes reductions in

labor requirements, and thus income, and thus demand.

The final result of a technical coefficient change

in terms of the direction of change and the magnitude of

change of each system variable is virtually impossible to

predict; the tests reported above demonstrate this fact.

When other changes in parameter values are made simulta-

neously with changes in a technical coefficient parameter,

the final results become more difficult to predict although

the basic response patterns involved are similar.



CHAPTER VII

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATIONS

Summary

Evaluating the economic consequences of a change or

reform within the marketing system of a developing country

was viewed as a problem where the application of systems

theory could provide both assistance and increased under-

standing through the development Of mathematical simulation

tools.

A review of the literature on the tole of marketing

in economic development clearly indicated the need to view

the economic system as a set of interrelated economic sec-

tors. A review Of both input-output and national income

models determined that the distribution sector of the

economic sector was not treated as an interrelated sector;

certain features of these models were found to be valuable

however.

After explaining the methodology of systems theory

in qualitative terms and relating the methodology to the

problems of modeling a socio-economic system, two systems

models were developed.

180
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Both system models, identified as MOD ONE and MOD

TWO, were developed from a set of explicit assumptions con—

cerning the behavior of and relationships between three

basic economic sectors; production, distribution and con-

sumption. Parameters defined in both models were estimated

from data concerning the economic conditions in Puerto Rico

in 1963. Computer programs were written to solve for the

values of the systems variables given different sets of

values for the parameters and terminal variables. Tests of

the models demonstrating the response of the system, as

measured by the direction and magnitude of change in certain

system variables, to changes in parameter values associated

primarily with the food distribution subsector of the dis~

tribution sector were conducted and explained.

Conclusions
 

Two basic issues must be clearly separated to arrive

at conclusions concerning the usefulness of the modeling

effort in the context of the objective of the thesis. The

accuracy of the models to describe the economic system and

estimate the response of that economic system to changes

within the distribution sector is one basic issue. The

ability of the modeling technique, as demonstrated in the

two models presented, to address the complexities of the

measurement problem is the other basic issue.

The first issue, the accuracy of the model to des-

cribe the system and its response to change, is most
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difficult to evaluate. The behavioral assumptions are stated

explicitly; the correctness of each assumption influences, of

course, the correctness of the model. Aside from concern for

the accuracy of the assumptions used to build the model, the

accuracy of the parameter values must also be considered.

The tests conducted on MOD TWO demonstrate how the values

used for a parameter influence the results of the model.

Data problems are severe and the need to estimate variable

values and balance data taken from several sources is

reported.

The issue of the accuracy of the models is vital to

anyone concerned with either the practical problems of appli-

cation, such as long range economic planning, or with the

problems of evaluating the role of marketing in economic de-

ve10pment. This issue is recognized as being highly important

and the end objective toward which this effort is directed:

this issue is not, however, the overriding one in the con—

text of the objectives of this thesis.

The issue which is of prime concern in this thesis

is the ability of the modeling technique to provide a frame—

work for develOping more meaningful and useful simulation

tools for evaluating the role of marketing in economic de—

ve10pment. At issue is the ability of this approach to

provide a framework with sufficient flexibility to make al-

ternative assumptions with relative ease yet provide a stable

framework to work within.
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The "step" between MOD ONE and MOD TWO is presented

as a demonstration of the ease with which alterations can

be made within a basic modeling framework. Changes were

made in MOD ONE in measurement unit definition and in the

basic assumptions made concerning the behavior of the dis-

tribution sector and the consumption sector. Even with these

changes, a great deal of previous work, including the model

of the production sector and part of the consumption sector

and the basic parameter data, were available for reuse.

Aside from providing a flexible mechanical frame-

work, the results of the tests of MOD TWO are felt to have

provided a clearer picture of the intricacy of the measure-

ment problem actually being faced. The response pattern of

MOD TWO to changes in the "margin," the "technical coeffi-

cients," the "input prices," and even the income distribu-

tion parameters, described what is involved. The multipli-

city of responses to relatively simple alterations, such as

a change in a single technical coefficient, are shown.

Measurement term definition, data collection, and

parameter evaluation problems, important aspects of any

modeling effort, were eXplicitly considered and initial so-

lutions presented.

The methodological approach offered by the application

of systems theory seems worth pursuing further as one tool to

assist in the evaluation of the role of marketing in economic

deve10pment.
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Recommendations
 

Four areas are suggested for further research ef-

forts. First, it is suggested that improvements be made in

the model itself. The assumptions made about the behavior

of the defined sectors of the model need to be improved; in

the same vein, the sectors of the model need to be treated

in a more disaggregated form.

Second, it is suggested that the data collection and

measurement problems be addressed in greater detail. A

systems model, such as MOD TWO, needs information on the

actual flow pattern of goods. Current information sources

report little on actual flow paths nor is data presented in

both unit and price per unit terms. Further research into

the types of measurement definitions usable for the flow and

prOpensity variables needs to be conducted.

Third, the problem of the valuation of the costs

incurred in a specific parameter change or set of parameter

changes needs to be considered. The cost of altering cer-

tain parameters must certainly be viewed as part of the

problem in evaluating the results of a marketing change.

Fourth, it is suggested that future models developed

be more directly usable by those in a decision making capa-

city. This would involve, perhaps, greater ease in altering

parameter values and interpreting results.
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